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Introduction
In [5] a start was made with developing a general theory of normed vector spaces over 
fields with a Krull valuation |.| : K  G U {0}. Here, G is a multiplicatively written 
linearly ordered abelian group augmented with a smallest element 0. (In the case of a 
rank 1 valuation i.e. where G is a subgroup of the group of positive real numbers such 
a theory was known already for quite some time and published in the monograph [9].)
The present paper can be viewed as a continuation of [5] and [7]. It contains the 
basics of the theory of Lipschitz operators i.e. linear maps T  between normed spaces 
for which there exists an element g £ G such that
(1) \\Tx\\ < y II x I] for all vectors x «
In Chapter 1 we collect all facts on <?-modules, the natural home for norm values, 
that are needed later on. The notion of a continuous G-module is introduced and 
studied; new formulas concerning topological types are proved.
In Chapter 2 we develop a machinery for Lipschitz operators, with as little as­
sumptions on the underlying spaces as possible. Innocent-looking formulas such as
< ||T|| ||x|| for a Lipschitz operator T  and a vector x are a serious object of study 
here. Also the notion of a strictly Lipschitz operator is introduced; here the inequality 
in (1) is replaced by a strict inequality for all nonzero x. The corresponding (strict) 
Lipschitz norms are investigated. Criteria in order that every Lipschitz operator is 
strict are derived. Similarly, situations are studied in which the invertible Lipschitz 
operators form an open set in the Banach algebra of all Lipschitz operators from a 
Banach space into itself, and continuity of inversion is discussed. It is shown that the
■"Supported by FONDEGYT Grants 1020710 and 7020710
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trace function on the ideal of finite rank operators is continuous with respect to the 
strict Lipschitz norm.
Chapter 3 is the heart of the paper. Here we assume throughout that the underlying 
Banach space E  has a countable orthogonal base. Properties of an operator are trans­
lated into properties of the corresponding matrix. This way we can extend the results 
of [7] to a much wider class of spaces. Especially the ideal of the compact operators 
i.e. the closure of the ideal of finite rank operators with respect to the Lipschitz norm, 
and the one of the nuclear operators (replace in the above the Lipschitz norm by the 
strict Lipschitz norm) are studied.
1 Linearly ordered sets, groups, and modules
For definition and basic facts we refer to [5], Chapter 1, from which we also will use 
notations freely.
In this Chapter we reconsider and improve the theory of [5], develop some new notions 
and theory on G-modules that we will need later on.
1.1 Linearly ordered sets
Throughout 1.1 X  is a linearly ordered set embedded into its completion X&.
Lemma 1.1.1 LetVi, V2, • • •, Vn C X  and suppose ini VI exists for eachi € { 1 , . . . ,  n}. 
Then inf {m ax^ i,. . . ,  vn) : G V¡ for each i}  =  max¿ (inf V¿).
Proof. Left to the reader.
Lemma 1 .1.2 Let V  c  X , Then infx V  exists if and only if infx# V exists and 
lies in X . In that case infx V  =  infx# V .
Proof. Suppose r := infx V  exists. Then V  is bounded below and non-empty so 
s := infx# ^  exists, and clearly r  < s. If r <  s then by [5] 1.1.4 (iv) there is an 
r f € X  with r < rf < s. Then r f is a lower bound of V, r f 6 X i r* > r, conflicting 
r =  infx V.
To complete the proof, let r G X, r — infx# V  ] we prove that r  — infx V , Clearly, 
r is a lower bound of V , Let r f € X, r* >  r; we show that r f is not a lower bound of 
V. In fact, since r =  infx# V  there is a v G V  such that r f >  v > r.
Lemma 1.1.3 Let X  ^  0  be complete. Let ƒ, J  be non-empty sets and let 0 : I x J  -4 
X  be such that <j>(I x J) is bounded below. Then
inf 4>{I x J) =  infiei ( inîjçj<f>(i, j ) )  =  infj€j(  infi&i<j>(i,j)).
Proof. Left to the reader.
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1.2 Linearly ordered groups
Prom now on in this Chapter G is a linearly ordered abelian group, written multi­
pli cat ively, with unit 1, We assume G ^  {1}.
Inspired by the terminology in rank 1 valuation theory we introduce the following.
Definition 1.2.1 G is called quasidiscrete if rninj^ E G : g > 1} exists; otherwise 
G is called quasidense.
From [5], 1.1.1 it follows that G is quasidense if and only if inf{<7 € G : g >  1} =  1.
Remark. The reason for using the prefix ”quasi” lies in the fact that, contrary to 
the rank 1 case, a quasidiscrete group may have quasidense subgroups! In fact, let 
Gi ^  Z (as an ordered group, but written multiplicatively), let G2 =  (0, 00) and, for 
n > 2, choose for Gn any linearly ordered group.
Set
X  := Gì © G2 0  . . .
With the antilexicographic ordering X  is a linearly ordered group. X  is quasidiscrete 
as (a, 1 ,1 ,...)  is the smallest element of X  that is > (1 ,1 ,...) , where a € Gi, a >  1, 
a is a generator of Gi. Now consider the subgroup
G := {1} © G2 © . . .
with the inherited ordering. We claim that G is quasidense. In fact, let a =  
(1, g2) gZ) • • •) £ G, a > (1, 1,...);  we construct a 6 G G with a > b >  (1, 1, . . .) .  
If £2 > 1 choose b =  (1, • ■ *)• If £2 =  1 choose b =  (1, 2,1 ,...) .
1.3 (Almost) faithful G-modules
FROM NOW ON IN THIS CHAPTER X  IS A G-MODULE.
Definition 1 .3.1 Let s G X .  Set Stab(s) := {g G G : gs =  s}; s is called faithful if 
Stab(s) =  {1}. If each element of X  is faithful then X  is called faithful.
X  is called almost faithful if there is a proper convex subgroup H  of G such that 
Stab(s) C H  for each s G X .
Proposition 1.3.2 The following are equivalent
(a) X  is almost faithful
(ß) There is a g G G such that s < gs for all s € X .
i'y) LLex Stab(s) G.
Proof. Left to the reader.
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1.4 The completion G *  of G
Recall ([5] 1.5.4 ) that G# is in a natural way a G-module.
Proposition 1.4.1 Let H  be a proper convex subgroup of G . Let s := su p ^ if , t  :=
infg#H- Then Stab(s) =  Stab(í) =  i f .
Proof. We may assume i f  ^  {1}, Then 5, t $ G. We prove Stab(í) =  i f . Firstly, if 
h G i f  then ht =  h infG# if  =  iniG#hH  =  t, so i f  C  Stab(t). Conversely, let # € G, 
<7  ^ if; we prove that <7  ^ Stab(i). We may assume g > 1 (otherwise, consider g-1 ). 
Since gH  Pi i f  =  0 , by convexity each element of i f  is strictly smaller than each 
element of gH, For each h G i f  we have h < infG# p if — gt. But t  £ G so we have 
h < gt. Then certainly t =  infG# if  < gt and we are done.
Corollary 1.4.2 The following are equivalent.
(a) G& is almost faithful.
(ß) G has a maximal proper convex subgroup.
Corollary 1.4.3 L e tH , t , s  be as in Proposition 1.^.1. Assume i f  7^  {1}. Then for 
all g G G we have
(i) g < t  <==ï gt < t  4=^ gs <  s gs < t,
(ii) g > s <£=$> gs > s '$=$> g t >  t  gt > s.
Proof. We only prove (i). Observe that s , t  $ G.
(a) g < t  =$> gs < t : Suppose gs > t . Then there is an hi G i f  with gs > hi, so 
s > g~l h \ i and there is an h2 G i f  with s > h2 > g~xh\. Then g >  h2 Xhi G i f  
and therefore g > t : a contradiction.
(b) gs < t  => gs <  s : Trivial, since t <  s.
(c) gs < s =£■ g < t :  From the assumption it follows that g < 1 and g £  Stab(5) =  if. 
So g < h for all h G i f  i.e. g < t and, since t  $ G, g < t .
*
(d) g < t < i : If gt > t then g >  1 conflicting g <  t <  1. I fy i =  i then <7 G 
Stab(¿) =  if , conflicting g < t. Hence, gt <  t .
(e) gt < t ^  g < t :  From ¿ it follows that g < 1 and <7  ^ Stab(t) =  if. Thus 
g < inf(j# i f  =  ¿ and, since g ^ t ,  g < t .
We now reconsider the ‘large* multiplication * and the ‘small’ multiplication ■ on G# 
([5], 1.3).
Definition 1.4.4 For s , t  G G# set
s * £ := infG# {<7142 : £1,02 € G, £1 > 5, #2 > t} 
s - t := suvG#{gig2 : 51,02 € G, < s, g2 <  t}.
For s G G#, p G G, write g s : = g - s ~ s ' g —g * s  — s * g .
As an application of Lemma 1.1.3 we have the following auxiliary formulas. 
Proposition 1.4.5 L e t s ^ t ç G # .  Then
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s * í  =  miG*{gt  : 9  £ G, g > 5},
s • t =  supG#{y¿ : 0 E G, g < s}.
In [5] 1.3 associativity was taken for granted. A closer look, however, shows that it is 
not completely trivial.
Proposition 1.4,6 The multiplications * and • are associative.
Proof. We carry out the proof for * (associativity of * can be proved in the same 
spirit). Let £ G^ and put
r  := {010203 : 0 1 , 0 2 , 0 3  E G ,  01 >  5, g2 >  i, 03 >  u}.
We shall prove that 5 * (t * u) =  inf^#r. (Then by symmetry and commutativity, 
(s * t) * u =  w * (s * t) =  infG#r and we are done). To this end we first notice that 
s  * (t * u) is a lower bound of T. Now let v E  G^, s * (¿ * u) <  v\ we prove that v 
is not a lower bound for P. There is a g £ G such that s * (i * w) <  g < v y so there 
are pi, h £ G with 01 > s, h > t * u  and £1/1 < Then t * < h <  g ^ g ,  so there
are 52,53 €  G  w ith g2 > t, gs > u  and 5253 <  f f f V  Tlien 010203 €  I \  51Ö2P3 <  0
implying that g (and, hence, v) is not a lower bound of r.
Now the following conclusion is straightforward.
Proposition 1.4.7 For both multiplications G# is an associative, commutative semi­
group with unit 1. Both multiplications extend the group multiplication in G and are 
increasing in both variables.
We quote the following from [5], 1.3.1.
Theorem  1.4.8 There is precisely one decreasing extension u  : G# —> G# (called 
the antipode) of the inversion g t—» g~1 (# € G). It is bijective and equals its inverse. 
ibr 5 E G# we have
u(s)  =  supG#{0  E G : < 1} =  infG#{p E G : > 1},
To investigate the behaviour of u  with respect to the multiplications we first prove 
the following simple lemma.
Lemma 1.4.9 Let V  C G^ òe bounded above. Then (¿(V) is bounded below and 
infG # v(y )  =  w(supG#Vr).
Proof. Clearly oj(s\1'Pq#V) is a lower bound of o>(V). Let w E G#, lj(su p ^ y )  < w ; 
we show that w is not a lower bound of w(V). There is a g £ G with cj(sup<3#) < g < 
w. Then supG#V" > 0~1 > o>(iü) and there is a v E V  with v > 0“ 1 > w(tu), hence 
w(v) < g < w. We conclude that w is not a lower bound of oj(V),
Theorem  1.4.10 Let s , t  £ G Then
(i) u>(s • t ) =  w(s) *  üj(£),
(ii) u;(s * ¿) =  u>(s) ‘ w(t),
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(iii) u>(s) =  s <^> s =  1,
(iv) f o r g e  G, u(gs) =  0 - 1w(s).
Proof, We only prove (i). We have u(s)  * u(t) =  
info# {#iff2 : 5i,52 € G, g i >  w(s), gi >  w(i)} =
infG#{ffiff2 : 51.52 € G, 5 Î"1 ^  s > 52 1 ^  *} =
infG#{(5i52)_1 : 51,52 £ G, g¡ < s, g2 <  i}, which, by Lemma 1.4.9, equals
w(supG#{5i52 : 51,52 € G, gì < s, g2 < i}) =  w(s • t).
In the next proposition we compute products of inf H , sup H  for a convex subgroup 
H . Recall that G /H  is in a natural way a linearly ordered group.
Proposition 1.4.11 Let H  C G be a proper convex subgroup, H  {1}, put s := 
sup<3# if, t := infer#iT. Tften we Acwe
(i) $' s ~  s * t  — s; t * í  =  S ’í =  í¡ w(s) =
(ii) /ƒ G /íf  Z5 quasidense then $* $ — s, i * t =  i.
(iii) If G /H  is quasidiscrete then s * s =  ^ t * i — < t  where go £ G, 
go > s and where, with ir : G —»■ G/£f the canonical map, ir(go) =  min 
-[z¿ G G /H  \ v, 1}.
Proof, (i) is straightforward. To prove (ii), let g £ G, g >  s\ we show that 5*5  < g. 
We have n(g) > 1 so by quasidensity of G /H  there exist u ,v  £ G /H , u,v  > 1 such 
that 7r(<7) == uv. Choose 01,02 £ G with ff(gi) — u, ^(02) =  Then 01 > 5, 02 > 5 
and tt(0i02) =  ^(0), so there is an /i £ H  with g =  /¿0i02- Now hpi > /is =  s by 
Proposition 1.4.1, so s * s < (hgi)g2 — 0- We leave the proof of t * t =  i to the reader. 
To prove (iii), let wo be the smallest element of G /H  that is > 1, choose go £ G 
with 7r(go) =  uo* Then 30 > s, so clearly 5 * s < 0o$. To complete the proof, let 
01)02 £ 0i > 5, 52 > 5; we show that 5152 à  0o$. Prom 01 > 5 we obtain tt(0i) > 1 
SO ir(gi) > n (g0). Then either g ö 15i € i f  or 5^51  S* Xu 6ltll6r C2LS6 there IS an
h £ H  with gñlgi > h. Then gi >  goh and we have g\g2 >  g±s >  gohs =  gQs. We
- t
leave the proof of t  * £ =  0q t to the reader.
Another interesting conclusion can be drawn.
Proposition 1.4.12 Let H^go^s^ be as in previous proposition.
(i) If G /H  is quasidense then s £ Gt.
(ii) If G /H  is quasidiscrete then got =  s.
Proof, (i) Suppose s =  gt for some g £ G. Then (Proposition 1.4.11 (ii)) s — gt — 
g { t ' t )  =  (0É) • t =  s • t — t, a contradiction.
(ii) We have go > 5 , so got > s by Corollary 1.4.3 (ii). To prove equality, let g £ 
G , 00 í > 0 ; it suffices to show that g is not an upper bound of H. Erom t  > g^lg 
we obtain (with 7T as above) 7r(gö1g) <  1> so, by minimality, 7T(g ^ g )  <  7r(0o"1)i so 
ft(g) < 1 (by faithfulness of tt(0 '^1) £ G/H),  implying g £ H  or g < 1, in neither of 
which cases g is an upper bound of H .
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Now we consider the behaviour of Stab with respect to the multiplications.
Theorem 1.4.13 Let s , t  E G#. Then
(i) Stab(s * t) — Stab(s • t ) == Stab(s)U Stab(i).
(ii) Stab(cj(s)) =  Stab(s).
Proof. If g E Stab(o;(s)) then gto(s) =  u>(s), or g~l s =  s, or g E Stab(s). This proves 
(ii) and (via Theorem 1.4.10) the first equality of (i). It remains to be shown that 
Stab(s*£) E Stab(s)U Stab(t) (as the opposite inclusion is trivial). Let g E Stab(s*i), 
g £ Stab(s); we prove that g E Stab(¿). To this end we may assume g < 1. Then 
gs < s, so there is a g £ G with gs < g < s, which after applying large multiplication 
by t  becomes s * t  =  g (s* t )  — (gs) * t  < gt < s * t ,  implying gt =  s * i, hence ggt =  gt 
i.e. gt =  £, as announced.
Definition 1.4.14 ([5] 1.6.1) Let s E G#. Its topological type (with respect to 
the unit 1) is the set
t (s )  :=  {g E G ; n(s)  <  g <  ru (s)}, 
where t ¿ ( s )  := sup^#{p5 : g E G, < 1},
ru (s) :=  inf0 #{g s  : g E G, 55 >  1}.
Proposition 1.4.15 For all s E G^, r(s) =  Stab(s).
Proof. See [8] 3.1.
Proposition 1.4.16 Let s E  G&. Then
(i) Tu{s) =  s * uj(s ) —  supG#r(s).
(ii) Ti(s) =  s • w(s) =  infGr#r(s).
Proof. We have lo(s ) * s — inf{ps : g E G, p > u>(s)} — inf{p5 : g E  G, g 1 < 5} =  
inf{<?£ : p E G, 1 < 5s} =  ru(s). The proof of (ii) runs similarly.
We now introduce a subgroup Go of G#containing G that will play a role in Theorem
1.7.3.
Definition 1.4.17 Go := {s  E G# : s is faithful}.
Proposition 1.4.18 For each s E Go the map t h ^ t * s ~ t ' s  is a bijection 
G#  —» G&, and sends Go onto Go yielding a group structure on Gq with inversion uj.
Proof. By Propositions 1.4.15, 1.4.16, and Definition 1.4.17 we have s E Go <£=>- 
Stab(s) =  {1} t (s ) =  {1} ru (s) =  Ti(s) =  1 s * w(s) =  1 s  • w(s) =
1.
Now let ti, £2 £ be such that i i  * s =  i2 * 5; after multiplying by w(s) we obtain 
ti =  Í2 showing injectivity Surjectivity follows from u =  u * (w(s) * s) =  (u * o>(s)) * s 
for each u E G#. Theorem 1.4.13 shows us that if s , t  E Go, then s * t, s • t, o j ( s )  are 
in G0. We complete the proof by showing that for 5 E Go, t E G# we have i • s =  t * s .
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Clearly t ■ s < t  * s\ we arrive at a contradiction from the assumption t  • s < i * 5, 
By surjectivity i • s =  u * s for some ti G G#, whence u <  t. There is a g G G with 
w < 5 < t, hence t - s ■= u* s < gs. By faithfulness of s, t <  g , so we have t =  5 G G, 
conflicting t  - s <  t  * $.
1.5 Topological types in G-modules
We now study the topological types with respect to different units. The results of L5 
will be crucial for 3.3 and 3A. Recall that X  is a G-moduIe.
Definition 1.5.1 ([5]) For s , t  G X  we denote by r(s; t) the topological type of s with 
respect to the unit t.
Proposition 1.5.2 Let s , t  G X . Then r(s\t)  is the set of all h G G satisfying (i) 
and (ii) below.
(i) If g G G y t <  gs then ht < 5s.
(ii) If g G G, t >  gs then ht > gs.
Alternatively, if s G Gt then r(s \ t)  =  Stab(s) =  Stab(i), otherwise r(s;i) is the 
largest convex subgroup H of G for which convx (Ht) fl Gs =  0 .
Proof. See [5] 1.6,2.
Theorem 1.5.3 Let s, t, u G X.
(i) If sf G G s , G Gì then r(s \t)  =  r(s';i').
(ii) Stab(s)U Stab(t) c r(s;i).
(iii) r(s;£) =  r(t\ s).
(iv) r(s; u) C  r(s; £) U r(t; u).
(v) If r (s \ t)  r(t]u) thenr(s]u) ~ r ( s ] t ) U r ( t ] u ) .
Proof, (i) and (ii) are clear from the first part of Proposition 1.5,2, To prove (iii) we 
may assume s £ Gt. Then, by the second part of Proposition 1.5.2 and by symmetry 
it suffices to prove, for a convex subgroup H,
convx(H t)  n Gs ^  0  =*> convx(H s) n G t  ^  0 .
But that is easy: there are hi ^ 2  G H, g G G such that hit <  gs < h2t. Then 
h^ls <  g~l t  < h ï 1s i so convx(Hs) n G t  ^  0 .  Next we prove (iv); we may assume 
s ^ Gt¿, s ÇÉ Gi, t £ Gu. Let H  := r(s;n). Assume (iv) does not hold; we derive a 
contradiction. We have
r(í; u) U r(a; t) g  tf,
so by Proposition 1.5.2 we have convx(H t)  fi Gs ^  0 , convx(Hu) n G t  ^  0 , (since 
r(í; u) =  r(u; £)). Thus there are hi, h2) h{, hf2 G H  and g ,g l G G such that
(1) hit  < gs < h2t
(2) h[u < g*t < hf2u.
Multiplying (1) by gf and using (2) yields
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hihiU < hig't <  gg's <  h^g't < h^h!^, 
and so convx(H u)  Pi Gs ^  0 , a contradiction.
Theorem  1.5.4 Let s ,t  E X. Set
u := infG*{g € G : $ < gt} e  G#  
u~ := info#{g  G G : s < gt}  E G#,
Then Stab(ii) =  Stab(u~) =  r(£;s).
Proof. First assume that s E Gt, say, s — got for some go E G. Then clearly u =  
infg # {9  € G : got ~  gt} =  infg#5o Stab(t) =  50 info# Stab(t). So by Proposition 
1.4.1, Stab(^) — Stabfg^u) — Stab(inf¿?# Stab(i)) =  Stab(t) =  r(t; s).
In  the same spirit one proves that v T  =  inf<3#{<? G G : g > goh for all h E Stab(t)} =  
£0 hifc?#{<7 £  G  : 9 >  h for all h E Stab (i)} =  50 sup^# Stab(£), and that Stab(u~) =  
Stab(¿).
So, from now on in the proof we may assume s £ Gt and, hence, u =  and it suffices 
to prove that Stab(n) =  r(i; s).
Let
y  := {g E G : s < gt}.
(a) r(¿;s) C  Stab(-u). Let h E r(i;s), g £ V. Then gt > s, so by Proposition 
1.5.2 we have hs < gt implying h~xV  C  V. Since r(t;s)  is a group we have 
also hV  C  V  and therefore hV — V . Then hu =  À inf<3# y  = inf<3# /iy  =  
infG# V =  u and we are done.
(b) Stab(u) C  r ( i ; s ) .  If u E G then Stab(u) —  {1} which is trivially contained in 
r(i; 5). So, we may assume u  ^G. Then
(*) y = { p € G : í 7 > i i }  =  { ^ € G : í 7 > « } -
Now let /i E Stab(u). It is enough to prove (Proposition 1.5.2) that for each 
g E G
(i) s <  gt implies hs <  gt
(ii) s > g t  implies hs >
To prove (i), let s < gt. Then g E V, so 5 > w, hence 5 > hu or E y . 
Therefore 5 < or hs < gt.
Now we prove (ii). Let s >  gt. By assumption s >  gt¡ so g  ^ y , hence g <  u, 
so that hg < u  i.e. hg ox h s >  gt which proves (ii).
We end with a corollary of the theory in 1.5 for the case X  =  G#.
Corollary 1.5.5 L e tS j tG G # .  Then
r(s;i) — Stab(s)U Stab(t).
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Proof. By Theorem 1.5.3 (ii) we have r(s;t) D Stab(s)U Stab(t). On the other hand 
we have by Theorem 1.5.3 (iv), (iii)
r(s; t) c  r(s; 1) U r (  1; t) =  r(s; 1) U r(i; 1) =  r(s)  U r(t)
which equals Stab(s)U Stab(i) according to Proposition 1.4.16.
1.6 Continuous G-modules
In this section X  is a G~module embedded in its completion X # .  Let r  G X .  We 
want to give a precise meaning to the intuitive expression ‘lim^ipr =  r1 as follows.
Definition 1,6.1 We say that X  is right continuous at r G X  if for every W  C G 
for which inf¿W exists we have
(mîoW)r  =  infxWV.
Similarly we define left continuity at r.
But we can prove:
Proposition 1.6.2 Left and right continuity are identical
Proof. It suf&ces to prove that right continuity implies left continuity. So let X  be 
right continuous at r G X } and let W  C G be such that sup<?W exists. We prove that
( s u p c ? 1^ ) ? "  =  s u p x ^ F r .
Clearly (supc W ) r  is an upper bound of Wr. Now let t  G X  be any upper bound of 
Wr\ we prove t >  (supgW)t\ T o this end, let g G W” 1. Then g~l G W, so g ^ r  < t 
i-e. r < gt. This holds for all g G W ~ x so, by right continuity, r < inîx {gt : g G 
W ~ 1} =  infxW'“ 1i =  (infGW~l )t, which equals (sup^W*)“ ^  by Lemma 1.4.9.
Prom now on we will use ’continuity1 to express left or right continuity. Also by saying 
that X  is continuous we mean that X  is continuous at each r  G X.
As first examples we have the following:
Proposition 1.6.3 G is a continuous G-module.
Proof, Apply [5], 1.5.3.(i) with X  := G.
Proposition 1.6,4 If G is quasidiscrete, then each G-module X  is continuous.
Proof. Let go := min{<7 G G : g >  1}. Let r G X, W  C G such that g\ inf^W” 
exists. Then 51 < £/o5i, so there is a 92 E W  with g± <  92 <  <7o5i- 
Hence 1 < 9 ^ 9 2  <  £o- By minimality we have 9 i lg2 =  9i € W. Thus, i t&qW =  
min W  and then clearly (min W )r  =  min(WV).
Proposition 1.6.5 G-submodules of continuous G-modules are again continuous.
Proof. Let Y be a G-submodule of the continuous G-module X. Let r G Y  and 
W  C G be such that infg W  exists. We will show that (inf<3W)r =  inf y Wr. First,
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notice that (info W)r is a lower bound of W r  and lies in Y. Let t  G Y  be any lower 
bound of Wr. Then t  < infx (W r)  =  (infßl^)r, which shows that (info W)r is the 
greatest lower bound of W r .
The following result is important.
Theorem 1 .6.6 The completion of a continuous G-module is again continuous.
Proof. Let X  be continuous, let r G X ) let W  C  G be such that g := infoW exists. 
We shall prove that gr  =  s where s := infx# Wr. Clearly gr <  s. Suppose gr < s 
; we derive a contradiction. We have r < g^ ~l s ) so there is an element u G X  with 
r < u < g~l s . By assumption we have gu =  infx(Wu), and via Lemma 1.1.2 we 
obtain infx(Wu) =  infx#(Wu) > infx#(Wr) =  s so that gu > s or u > g^1s i a 
contradiction.
Corollary 1.6.7 G#  is a continuous G-module,
Proof. Combine Proposition 1.6.3 and Theorem 1.6.6.
The next proposition shows that to conclude continuity of X  it suffices to check 
(info W)r =  infx (Wr) only for the special set W  =  {5 G G : g > 1}. It also links up 
with the intuitive formula lim^i^r — r  at the beginning of this section.
Proposition 1 .6.8 Let G be quasidense. Then X  is continuous if and only if for 
each r G X
(*) in fx  {gr :g  G G, g >  1} = r.
Proof. We only need to prove the ‘if5 part. So assume (*) for each r G X.  Let W  C  G 
be such that wq := infcW exists. We will prove that wor — infx (Wr) (r £ -X’)- 
Clearly wqr is a lower bound of Wr.  Now let t be any lower bound of Wr; we prove 
t  <  Wq r. Let g G G, g >  1. Then wq < gw 0 so there is a w G W  with wq < w <  gwQ. 
So t < wr <  gwor. We then have t  < gwor for all g G G, g >  1. Applying (*) (with 
wor in place of r), we obtain t  < wqr.
An example of a non-continuous G-module can be found in [5], 1.5.5 (c). Another one 
is furnished by the group X  defined in Remark following Definition 1.2.1, considered 
as a G-module. (Continuity of X  would imply iuix{g  G G : g > 1} =  1, but this is 
not true as for each g G G, g >  1 we have g > (a, 1,1, . .  .)■)
1 .7  G - m o d u l e s
For a G-module X  we extend the structure map G x X  X  to a 4 large5 multipli cation 
G# x X # —* X #  in the spirit of Definition 1.4,4 as follows.
»
Definition 1.7.1 For s G G#, r G X # we set
s * r — i n f x # : 9  ^ u G X, g > s, u > r}.
Remarks.
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1. This definition generalizes the ‘large’ multiplication defined in Definition 1.4.4.
2. It is possible to define an extension of the ‘small’ multiplication, but we do not 
need it here.
3. Thanks to Lemma 1.1.3 we have
s * r =  i n f : 5 G G, g > s}5 where 
gr =  mfx#{gu  : u E l ,  u  >  r}
defines the natural G-module structure on
4. (s, r) s * r  is increasing in both variables.
In view of Remark 3 above, from now on in Section 1.7 we assume that X is a complete 
G-module so that the extended multiplication G# x X  —► X  is defined by
s * r — infx# {gr : g g >  s}.
The question as to whether this multiplication is associative turns out to be interest­
ing. First a preparatory lemma.
Lemma 1.7.2 Let g £ G, s ,í  € G#, r £ X. Then
(i) (gs) * r -  5 * (57*) =  5(5 * r),
(ii) s * (£ * r) =  i * (5 * r) > (s * ¿) * r,
(iii) if s * t  fi G then we have equality in (ii).
Proof. Let V {h £ G ; h > gs}. For h £ V  we have g~l h > s so > 5 * r,
hence hr > g(s * r). We find (gs) * r =  infx{frr : h G V} > 5(5 * r). Thus
(*) (gs) * r > g(s * r) (5 G G).
By applying (*) for 5_1 in place of g and gs in place of s we obtain s*r  > <7- 1((7$*r) 
or 5(5 * r) >  g s * r  and we find
(**) (gs) * r — g(s * r).
To prove s * gr — g(s *r)  we use a similar method. We have s * (gr) =  infx{h5r : 
h > Sy h G G}. If h > s then hg > gs so hgr > (gs) * r  which by taking inf over 
h >  Sy h G G, leads to
(***) s * (gr) > (gs) * r =  5(5 * r).
By taking g~xr  for r in (***) we get 5*r > 5 (5*5“ V), which by (***) is > gg~l (s*r). 
So we find g~l (s * r) =  s * (5~1r) for all 5 G G which completes the proof of (i),
(ii) Let 5 G G, 5 > 5. Then pr > 5 * r, so by using (i) we get g(t * r) =  (5Í) * r =  
i * 5r > t* (s*r). By taking the inf over 5 G G, 5 > 5 we obtain 5* (i*r) > ¿* (s*r). 
By symmetry we must have equality. To complete the proof of (ii), let 5 G G, 5 > s. 
Then gt > s * £, so by using (i) we get g ( t* r )  =  (p£) * r > (s * t) * r and by taking 
the inf over all 5 G G, 5 > s we arrive at 5 * (t * r) > (s * i) * r,
(iii) Let y  - = { 5 G G : 5 > s * í } .  Then (5 * t) * r =  infx(VY). By assumption
V  =  {g £ G : g > s * t} .  So if g £ V  there are 51,52 G G with 51 > 5, 52 > t 
and 5152 < 5 . Then gr > 5152  ^ > 5i(t * r) > 5 * (t * r). Hence, (5 * t) * r =  
infx(Vr) > 5 * (t * r) and we are done.
Theorem 1.7.3 Let X  be a complete G-module. The following are equivalent.
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(a) The multiplication G#  x X  —> X  is associative Le. s * ( t * r )  =  ( s* t)  * r  for all 
s , t e  G#, r  e  X .
(ß) Either X  is continuous (1.6) or G =  Go (1.4.17).
Proof. We first prove (ß) =£ (a). Let X  be continuous. From Lemma 1.7.2 (iii) 
we only have to establish associativity in case s * t E G. Now let W: =  {gig2 • 
9i £ Gy g2 E Gy gi > s, g2 >  t} .  Then W  C G and inf<3#W =  s * t  E  G. Then 
inf(?W =  s * t  (Lemma 1.1.2) and by continuity we have
(*) (s * t) * r =  (inf^W^r =  infxWV.
Now, for w E Wy w =  gig2y ¿71,52 E G, g\ > s, <72 > t we have tur =  > s*(£*r), 
so infx Wr > s * (£ * r) which, combined with (*), leads to (5 * t) * r > s * (£ * r), 
proving associativity.
Next, let G == Go- To prove associativity we again may restrict ourselves to the case 
s * t  E  G. Then Stab(s * i) =  {1}, so Stab(s) =  Stab(t) =  {1} by Theorem 1,4.13 (i)
i.e. Syt E Go =  G. But for this case associativity is obvious (e.g Lemma 1.7.2 (i)).
To prove (a) (ß)y assume X  is not continuous and G ^  Go; we show that multipli­
cation is not associative. There is an ri E X  such that t 2 ~  *nfx{grx : g E G, g >  1} 
is strictly greater than r\.  Further, choose 5 E Go \  G. Then u)(s) is the inverse of 
s, so (s * uj(s)) * r \  =  ri. We shall prove, however that s * (w(s) * ri) > r2. In fact, 
suppose s * (uj(s) * r i )  <  r2  ^ Then there is a g € G with g > s (hence g > s) with 
g(w(s) * ri) < r2 i.e. u>(s) * ri < g~l T2- So there is an h E G, h > u(s) (hence, 
h >  ío(s)) with hr\ < p"1r2, so hgn <  r2* But hg > s*uj(s) =  1, so by the definition 
of r2 we have hgr\ > r2, a contradiction.
Rem arks.
1. It is easy to find a case where * is not associative. In fact, let G be the multi­
plicative group of the strictly positive rational numbers, and let X  := G (J G~ 
as in [5] 1.5.5 (c). It is not hard to see that G# Go ^  (0, 00) and that X  
is not continuous. Indeed, one verifies that ((\/2) * (V^)“ 1) * 1*“ =  1” , but 
\/2  * (( \/2)-1  * 1““) =  1.
2. Theorem 1.7.3 together with Corollary 1.6.7 yields an alternative (but round­
about) proof of the associativity of the ’large’ multiplication in G# (Proposition 
1.4.6).
3. Independently of associativity one can prove in general that for s E G#, r E X  
we have Stab(s*r) =  Stab(s)U Stab(r). It suffices to follow the proof of Theorem 
1.4.13 (i) where t  E G& is replaced by r E X .
To complete this section we prove the following.
Theorem  1.7.4 Let X  be a complete continuous G-module. Let V  C G#, W  C  X  
be bounded below, non-empty. Then
infx( y  * W )  =  (infG*V)  * (infX W).
Proof. We use three steps.
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(1) For each r  E X  we have (inf¿# V) * r =  infx(V  * r).
Proof. Obviously “ < ” holds. Set v q  :== infer# V. We prove infxO^ * r) <  
vo * r* If vo happens to be in V  then this is clear. Now assume v q  fi G. Put 
W  := {g E G : g > v0} =  {g £ G : g > vo}. If g E W  then there is an 
s E G# with vo < s < g and there is a u E V  with v q  < v < s. Hence, 
gr >  v * r  >  infx(V * r), so that vo * r  =  infx{#r : 5 E W} > in fxi^  * r) 
and we are done. It remains to consider the case where vq 6 G, vq fi V. Put 
W  {g E G  : g >  vo}. By continuity of X  we have infx Wr ~  (info W)r. Since 
v q  fi V  we have infeW — v q . For each g E  W  there is a v E  V  with v q  < v < g, 
hence gr >  infx(V * r) so that vo * r =  (infoW) * r =  infxWr > infx(^ * r).
(2) For each s E G# we have infx (s * W)  =  5* infxW’.
Proof. Obviously £> ’ holds. Let wq :=infxW, g := infx(s* W). To prove 
5 * wo > <?, assume s *wo < q. Then there is a g £ G with g > $ and gwo < q. 
Also we have q < s * w < gw for each tüEFK Thus we have w q  <  g~l q < w for 
all w  E W} hence wo <  g ^ q  < w q  s> contradiction.
(3) Conclusion of the Proof Combine (1), (2) and Lemma 1.1.3.
Remark. Notice that for (2) we did not need continuity.
2 Spaces of continuous linear maps
We recall a few notions from [5], We augment a linearly ordered group G with an 
element 0 and define 0 < g, 0 • g =  0 * 0 =  0 for all g E G. A Krull valuation on a 
field K  with value group G is a surjective map | | : K  —» G U {0} such that, for all 
\ ¡ ±  e K  (i) |A| == 0 if and only if À =  0 (ii) \ \  +  fJ>\ < max(|A|, \/jl \ )  (iii) |A¿¿| =  |A||¿¿|.
From now on in this paper K  is a field with a Krull valuation | | and value group 
G ^  {1}. We also assume that K  is complete and that satisfies the conditions (a)— (5) 
of [5] Proposition 1.4.4 . Notice that these conditions imply that K  is ultrametrizable 
and that completeness is equivalent to sequential completeness.
Let X  be a G-module augmented with a smallest element 0 (see [5] or [6] for details), 
let E  be a if-vector space. An X-norm on E  is a map || || : E  —> X  U {0} such 
that for all rr, y E J3, A E K , (i) ||x|| =  0 if and only if x =  0 (ii) J|Aæ|| =  |A| |{z|| (iii)
H®+ 2/11 < max(j|a:]|, ||y||).
2.1 The spaces
Definition 2 .1.1 Let X , Y  be G-modules. Let E  be an X-normed space, let F  be 
an Y-normed space. The set of all continuous linear operators E  —» F  is denoted 
by L(E,F).  An element A  E L(E,F)  is said to be o f finite rank if AE  is finite­
dimensional. The set of all such finite rank operators is denoted by F R (E i F). We
write L(E) := L(E,E), FR{E)  := FR (E ,E ).
Remark. Under pointwise addition and scalar multiplication the set L (E i F) is a 
if-vector space having F R (E )F ) as a subspace. In addition, the space L(E) is a
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i f -algebra under composition as multiplication with the identity map I  as a unit. It 
is easily seen that F R (E ) is a two - sided ideal in L(E).
Definition 2.1.2 Let X  be a G-module, let E } F  be X -normed spaces. A Unear 
operator A  : E  —► F  is called Lipschitz (or, in most liter ature, bounded) if there is 
a g G G such that \\Ax\\ < #||x|| for all x G E. The set of all such Lipschitz operators 
is denoted by Lip(E,F).
A linear operator A  : E  —> F  is called strictly Lipschitz if there is a g G G such that 
\\Ax\\ <  g\\x\\ for all nonzero x G E. The set of all such strictly Lipschitz operators is 
denoted by Lip^J(E 1 F ). We write Lip(E) := Lip(E, E) and Lip (E) Lipr"(Ei E ).
Remark. Under pointwise addition and scalar multiplication the set Lip(E , F ) is a 
i f -vector space having Lip~(E , F) as a subspace. In addition Lip(E) is a subalgebra 
of L(E) with unit I. It is easily seen that Lip~(E) is a two-sided ideal in Lip(E).
Before defining natural norms on the various spaces of operators we first study some 
set-theoretic inclusions that will make clear why ‘continuous1, ‘Lipschitz5, ‘strictly 
Lipschitz’ are not always identical for linear maps between normed spaces,
FROM NOW ON IN THIS CHAPTER, X  IS A G-MODULE AND E ,F  ARE X- 
NORMED SPACES OVER i f .
Proposition 2.1.3 F R (E i F) C  Lip"J(Ei F).
For the proof we reinvestigate Sec. 2.3 of [5] by proving the following three lemmas.
Lemma 2.1.4 If E, F  are onedimensional then each linear map E  —► F  is strictly 
Lipschitz.
Proof. Such a map has the form A : Xa i~> Aò (À G i f  ) for some nonzero a G E  and 
some 6 G F. By cofinality of G||a|| there is a g G G such that ||&|| < ^||a||. Then 
for each nonzero À G i f  we have ||A(Aa)|| =  ||A6|| < |A|#||a|| =  p||Aa|| proving the 
assertion.
Lemma 2.1.5 If F is onedimensional then each continuous linear map E —> F is 
strictly Lipschitz.
Proof. We may assume that X  is complete. Let A  G L(E, F), A=£ 0. Then KerA 
is closed so the quotient norm || || on E/KexA  is defined. Let tt : E  E/KexA  be 
the quotient map. Then ||7r(rc)|| < ||a:|| for all æ G E. There is a unique linear map 
A i  : E /K erA  —► F  such that A  =  A\ o 7r. By the previous lemma A\  is strictly 
Lipschitz, so there is a g G G such that \\Ax\\ =  ||Ai(7r(a:))|| < g||7r(x)|| < g\\x\\ for all 
x G E  with 7r(x) 0. But if x ^  0, tt(x ) =  0, then Ax  =  0 so we find \\Ax\\ < g\\x\\ 
for all nonzero iG j E .
Lemma 2 .1.6 Two X-norms || ||i and || ||2 on a finite-dimensional space E  are 
strictly Lipschitz equivalent i.e. there are <72 € G such í/íúí0i||e ||i < ||íc||2 < 92\\x 
for all nonzero x G E.
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Proof. Let e i , . . . , en be a base of i?, let || || be an X-norm on E\ we prove 
to be Lipschitz equivalent to || ||oo : £iei +  * ■ • +  £nen ► max¿|£i| ||et||. For each 
i £ {1, . . .  ,rc} there is a gi £ G such that ||e*|| < <7¿||e¿|| (cofinality of G||e¿||). Then, 
with g := max(gi,. . .  ,gn) we have for x =  £iei -I-------1- £nen £ E, x ^  0 that ||æ|| <
maxt||$ie¿|| <  <?||x||oo- Conversely, let, for j  £ {1, . . .  ,n}, Aj  : E  —> ife -^ be the map 
E t i  6 *  -  Ï & .  By [5], 2.3.4 is continuous with respect to || ||, hence strictly 
Lipschitz by Lemma 2.1.5, So there is an hj £ G such that ||A,-:c|| < hj||x|| for all 
nonzero x £ E. Let g1 := max(/ix,. . . ,  hn). Then for nonzero x £ E  we have \\x
maXi\\Aix\\ < s ' | |:c | | .
Proof of Proposition 2,1.3 Let A £ FR(E,F).  Then KerA is closed, so (again 
assuming that X  is complete) the quotient norm on E /K e tA  is defined. There is a 
unique linear injection A\  : E/KerA  —► F such that A  =  A\  o tt where 7r : E  
E/KevA  is the canonical map. By Lemma 2.1.6 the norm z  ||Aiz|| on the finite­
dimensional space E/KerA is strictly Lipschitz equivalent to the quotient norm. We 
therefore have a g £ G such that ||Ai(7r(x))|| < ^||7r(a;)|| for all x £ E  with tt{x) ^  0 
implying \\Ax|| < g\\x\\ for all nonzero x £ E.
We now will have a closer look at the obvious inclusion Lip(E,F)  C  L(E,F).  First 
we consider equality.
Proposition 2.1.7 Suppose there exists an sq £ X  such that for each s £ ||jE?|| \  {0},
infx{<7So gso > 5} =  s. Then Lip(E,F)  =  L (E yF).
Proof. Let A £ L(E,F).  Then A  maps bounded sets into bounded sets so there is 
a g £ G such that x £  J3, ||a;(| < s q  implies ||Arcj| < gs$. Now let x £ E } x ^  0; we 
prove that | |A e|| < g\\x\\. Choose ft £ K  such that |//|sq > IM). Then < sq
so HAQuT1*)!! < gso or <7-1 ||Æe|| < |/í|sq. This holds for all ¡1 £ K  with \fi\so > ||a;
so g l \\Ax\\ < infx{|/i|5o : p £ if, \fi\so >  ||®||} =  ||rn|| by assumption.
Corollary 2.1.8 ([8] 3.2) Let E^F be G#
L(E,F).
Proof. Apply the previous proposition to X  := G#, sq 1,
normed spaces. Then Lip(E%F)
Proposition 2.1.9 Suppose the norm on E is equivalent to a G-norm. Then Lip(E , F)
L(E,F).
Proof. Let || || be the norm on E , equivalent to some G-norm || ||i. Let A £ L (E i F ) 
and suppose A  is not Lipschitz. Then for each g £ G we can find xg £ E  such 
that ||Aa;ff|| > £||æ5||. By scalar multiplication we may suppose that ||2g||i =  1 for all 
g £ G. Then {x5 : g £ G} is also || ¡-bounded so that {A xg : g £ G} is || ||-bounded. 
On the other hand there is an s £ X  such that ||£p|| > s for all g £ G (otherwise 0 is 
in the I] ¡-closure , hence || ||i-closure of {xg : g £ G}). Then ||Arrö|| > g\\xg\\ > gs 
for all g £ G, showing that {Axg : g £ G} is || ¡-unbounded, a contradiction.
Corollary 2 .1.10 If E is linearly homeomorphic to cq then Lip(E)F) =  L (E } F),
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Theorem 2,1.11 Let so G X  and letr(s)  := r(s; so) be the topological type of s € X  
with respect to the unit sq (see 1.5). Suppose there is a proper convex subgroup H  of 
G for which t ( s )  C  H  for all s G ||J5|| \  {0}. Then Lip(E1F) =  L(E,F).
Proof. Let A  € L (E i F), Then there is a gi € G such that x e  E, ||x|| < Sq implies 
||Arr|| < gi$Q. Choose go gG , go ^ -H”, go > 1. We prove that ||Ax|| < <7o0i|M| for all 
x  G E, x 0. By [5], 1.6.1 goSQ is either < <7||a?|| < so for some g G G (which cannot 
happen since go > 1) or goso > y||a:|| > so for some g G G. From ||x|| < g~lgoSo it 
follows easily that ||j4a:|| <  g ~ lgogis0 < =  9o9i\\x
Corollary 2 .1.12 If the valuation of K  is of finite rank then Lip(E}F) — L (E i F).
Proof. Among the proper convex subgroups there is a largest one H. Then clearly 
r(s) c  H  for all s G X .  Now apply Theorem 2.1.11.
Now we will discuss cases where not every continuous linear operator is Lipschitz . 
To find such case we must have by Theorem 2.1.11 that U (r (s) : 5 € Ill'll \ {0}} == 
G . By metrizability of if , G must be the union of a strictly increasing sequence 
r(si), r(s2) ,—  Also recall that Stab(s) C  r(s) for all s G X  (Theorem 1.5.3 (ii)). 
After these preparations the following theorem will not come as a surprise. (See also 
[1] and [8] 4.2)
Theorem  2.1.13 Let E  be a Banach space such that each onedimensional subspace 
has an orthogonal complement. Let r  be as in Theorem 2,1.11 and suppose there exist
Sij s2 i * • • £ II^ ll \  {0} such that r(si) C  t (s2) C  . . .  and (Jn T($n) — G, and such that 
Stab(sn) C r(sn) for each n. Then Lip(E) ^  L(E ).
Proof. Choose ei, e2, . . .  G E  such that ||en|| =  sn for each n, let Pn be an ortho­
projection E  —► K e n . Choose Ai,A2, . . .  G i f  such that |An| > l, |An| G T(||en||)\ 
Stab(||en||) for all n and such that |An| —» oo . We shall prove that the formula
Û G
Ax — ^  A nPr
n — 1
defines a continuous linear operator that is not Lipschitz,
To show summability it suffices (since E  is a Banach space and by scalar multipli­
cation) that limn_,ooA„PniE =  0 for all :cG £ , ||æj| < so- Define 1^,^2» — * E i f  by 
Pn% =  ínfin- Then H^ n^ nll =  \\Pnx\\ <  ||z|| <  s0. Thus, for all A € r(||en||) we have
||£»en|| < hs0, and, since |An| G T(||en||), also ||AnPna:|| < hso for all h G r(||cn
Then, from infG#r(||en||) —> 0 we obtain limn^ooAnPno: =  0, so at this point we have 
shown that A is a well-defined linear operator E  —► E. To establish continuity of A 
it suffices to show that the image of {x  G E  : ||rc|| < so} is bounded. But that is easy: 
from the above proof it follows that if ||æ|| < So then ||AnPnz|| < sq, hence ||Ac|| < Sq. 
Now assume A  is Lipschitz; we derive a contradiction. There is a g G G such that 
||Anen|| =  ||Aen|| < p||en|| for alln. Since |An| —► 00 there is a k G N suchthat |An| > g 
for n > fc, and it follows that ||Anen|| =  g\\^n\\ for n > k , We see that g~l \Xn\ G 
Stab(||en||) for n > fc. But from p"1|An| —> 00 it follows that (Jn Stab(||en||) =  G,
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so g E Stab(||en||) for infinitely many n. Hence |An| =  gg 1|An| E  Stab(||en||) for 
infinitely many n, a contradiction.
Remark. Unfortunately we have not been able to find necessary and sufficient con­
ditions on E  in order that Lip(E) =  L(E). With Theorem 2.1,13 in mind, a major 
step in this direction would be the answer to the following.
Problem: Suppose Stab(s) =  r(s) for all s E X  (or Stab(s)U Stab(i) =  r(s;t)  for 
all s,£ E  X ),  Does it follow that L{E) =  Lip(E) ?
The answer is not even known for Norm Hilbert Spaces E.
We do have the following obvious conclusions.
Corollary 2.1.14 If E is an infinite-dimensional Form Hilbert Space ([5] 4.4) then
Lip(E) +  L(E ).
Proof. ||£?|| \  {0} =  VO  (see [5] 4.4), which is a group, so Stab(s) =  {1} for 
all s E ||JS|| \  {0}. On the other hand, for any orthogonal base ei, •.. we have 
L K I M ) =  G by the type condition. So E  satisfies the condition of Theorem 2.1.13.
Corollary 2.1.15 Let E  be a Banach space that does not contain an infinite­
dimensional Norm Hilbert Space. Then Lip(Ei F ) — L (E , F).
Proof. Suppose Lip(Ej F ) ^  L(E, F), Then by Theorem 2.1.11 there exist si, 52, . . .  E 
| | jS | |  \  {0} such that n (-> r($n) is strictly increasing and UnT(Sri) =  Choose 
ßi>e2j-»- £ E  such that ||en|| =  sn for each n. Then ei , e2, . . .  is an orthogonal 
base of D  =  [ei, 62, * * ♦] and by [5], 1,6.6 the sequence ||ei|[, He^ H,..  • satisfies the type 
condition. Prom [5] 4.3.7 (/?) <f=> (7) it follows that D  is a Norm Hilbert Space, a 
contradiction.
Now we consider the inclusion Lipr^ (Ei F) C Lip(E iF ). In this case we do have a 
characterization for equality.
Theorem 2.1.16 The following are equivalent.
(o¿) ||jE|| \  {0}zs almost faithful (see 1.3).
(ß) Lip (E, F) — Lip(EyF) for all X-normed spaces F.
(7) Lip~ (E) =  Lip(E).
(8) I  E Lip~(E).
Proof, (a) =$► (/?). Let A  E Lip(E}F) and let g E  G be such that ||j 4:e || < g||x|| 
for all x E  E, By Proposition 1,3.2 (ß) there is a gf E  G such that s < g's for all 
í  6 PH \  {0}. Then ff||z || < </<7||2c|| for all nonzero x  E E t and ||Ar|| < gfg\\x\\.
(ß) (7) (i) are trivial.
(J) (a). Prom (Æ) we obtain a g G G such that ||x|| < p[|a;|| for all nonzero x E f i ,  
which implies (a) by Proposition 1.3.2,
Example 2.1.17 Let E  be the Norm Hilbert Space of [5] , 4.2,2, By construction 
\\E\\ \  {0} is not almost faithful, so Lip~(E) is properly contained in Lip(E).
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To conclude this section we consider algebraic properties of the space of finite rank 
operators. First a lemma.
Lemma 2.1.18 A linear operator A : E  —> F is in FR(E^F) if and only if there 
exists a i, ..., an G F and A , ..., /n E E f such that Ax = fi(x)a{ for all x E E.
Proof. (Well known but included for convenience). We only need to prove the ‘only 
if’, so let A E F R (E i F). Choose a base a \ , . . . , a n of AB. There are functions 
f i t .,. j f n ; E —> K  such that Ax  =  fi(x )ai ix e -®)- Now /¿ — A where is 
the ith coordinate function A E  K  which is automatically continuous (and linear) 
by finite dimensionality. Hence, fi E E f and we are done.
Proposition 2.1,19 Let E* ^  {0}. Then the following are equivalent
(a) Each nonzero two-sided ideal in L(E ) contains FR(E).
(ß) Each nonzero two-sided ideal in FR(E) equals FR(E).
(7 ) E  is dual-separating.
Proof. (7) (/3). Let J be a nonzero two-sided ideal in FR(E).  Let a E E, f  E E f, 
By Lemma 2.1.18 it suffices to prove that B  : x f(x )a  is in J. Let A G J, A ^  0, 
choose a b E E  with Ab ^  0. By (7 ) there is a g E E f with g(Ab) =  1. Define 
2i, T2 E FR(E)  by the formulas
Txx -  f(x)b  
T2X =  g(x)a.
An easy computation shows that T2AT1 =  B. Hence B E J.
(/3) (a). Let J be a nonzero two-sided ideal in L(E ). Then J  fl FR(E)  is a two- 
sided ideal in FR(E).  To see that it is nonzero, let A E J, A 0; choose a b £ E  with 
Ab 0. There is an a 6 £  and an ƒ E E f with ƒ (a) 7  ^ 0. Now let T : x  h* f(x)b. 
Then AT E J  n FR(E)  and (AT) (a) =  f(a)Ab ^  0. From (ß) it then follows that
J  n FR(E)  =  FR(E)  so J  D F R (E ).
(a) =*■ (7 ) Suppose E  is not dual-separating. Then E q := p|{Ker/ : ƒ E E '}  is a 
(closed) subspace of ¿5, {0 } E q ^  E. Let J  := {A  E L (E ) : AE  C  J5o}- We 
first prove that J is a two-sided ideal in L(E ). Let B E L{E). Then, for A € J, 
A B E  C  AE  C  Eq> so A B  E J. To prove that also BA E J, first observe that 
B E q C  E o (let x  E E q. For any ƒ  £ E ! we have ƒ  o B  £ E* so ( ƒ  o B){x)  — 0 i.e. 
f (B x )  =  0, so B x  £ E q). Then B A E  C  B E q C  E q. Thus, J is a two-sided ideal in 
L (E ) ,  For any a G E q¡ and ƒ G E \  f  ^ 0 the map æ i-> /(ic)a is in J and
nonzero. So by (a) we have J  D FR(E).  But for b £ E \ E q, f  £ E \  f  ^  0, the map 
x 1—► /(x)b is in i\R(,B), nonzero, not in J, which conflicts J  D FR(E).
In the same spirit we prove the next result.
t
Proposition 2 .1.20 Let E  be dual-separating, let A £ L(E ). Suppose A commutes 
with every operator in FR(E). Then there is a X £ K  such that A =  XI.
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Proof. Let a G E, a^O,  We first prove that Aa is a scalar multiple of a. In fact, 
there is an ƒ G E* with f(a)  ^  0. The formula
Bx — f(x)a
defines a B  G Eñ(E). So AB =  EA. Applied to a this implies f(a)Aa — f(Aa)a  
and we are done since f(a)  ^  0. Thus, there is a function A : E \ { 0 }  K  such 
that Aa — A(a)a for all a G E  \  {0}. To prove that A is constant first observe 
that A(a) =  A(b) if a, 6 are dependent. If a,ò are linearly independent we have 
A(aJrb) =  A(a+6)(a+6) and Aa-\-Ab =  A(a)a+A(ò)ò and we get A(a+6) =  A(a) =  A(6).
For later use we introduce the trace function on FR(E).  The construction below is 
well-known but we include it here for reference.
For ƒ G E', a G E  let A/,a( x) := ƒ (x) a (x G E ). The map E' x E FR(E)  given by 
(ƒ, a) A j ta is bilinear, so by the universal property of the tensor product it induces 
a linear map tp : E f <g> E —> Eñ(E).
Proposition 2.1,21 ip is a bijection.
Proof. Surjectivity follows from Lemma 2.1.18. To show injectivity, let 2 G E' <8> 
E, ip(z) =  0 . The element z has the form 2 =  / i  <g> x* +  . . .  +  f n (g> xn for certain 
/i) « • •> fn £ E', x i , . . . ,  xn G E. By elementary tensor product theory we may assume
______
that Xi , . . . ,  xn are linearly independent. From <p(z) — 0 we obtain J2i=i f i(x )x i — 0 
for all x G E, hence all ƒ* are 0, so z =  0.
The bilinear map E f x E  —> K  given by ( ƒ, a) f(a)  induces a linear map r : 
E ' ^ E - ^ K  given by r { f  ® a) -  /(a) (ƒ G E', a G E).
Definition 2.1.22 For A G Eiì(E) let tr(A) := (r o <p~l )(A).
We check the usual properties.
Proposition 2.1.23
(i) tr is a linear map FR(E ) —► K .
(ii) /ƒ A G EÆ(E) and
Ax  =  /¿ fcK  (® € E) ( A , . . . ,  f n G E', a i , . . . ,  an G
E)
¿s any representation of A then
tr(4) =  £"=1 f i fa ) .
{m) For A £ F R(E), B e  L(E)
tr (AB) =  tr(JSA).
Proof, (i) is obvious. To prove (ii), from A =  we obtain cp~l (A) =
Sr=i fi ® so r</5"“1(^ -) =  Sr=i M aì)- Finally we prove (iii). By Lemma 2.1.18 
it suffices to prove (iii) for an A of the form x i-> ƒ (x)a, where ƒ G E', a G E, Let 
x G E. For each J3 G ¿(E) we have AE(x) =  f(Bx)a ,  so by (ii), tr(AJ3) =  f(Ba),  
But also BA(x) =  /(x)Ba, so tr(BA) =  jf(J3a).
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2.2 Operator norms
In this paper we will not focus on norms on L (E fF); for later use we quote the 
following from [5] Sec 2.2.
Theorem  2.2.1 Let X }Y  be G-modules where Y  is complete. Let E  be an X-normed 
space} let F be a Y -normed space and let x £ X .  Then the formula
\\A\\3 — sup{||Aa;|| : x e £ ,  ||rc|| <  s}
(where the supremum is taken in Y  U {0 }) defines a Y -norm || ||s on L (E i F). For 
each Syt £ X  the norms || ||s and || ||¿ are Lipschitz equivalent. The induced topology 
on L(E, F) is the topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of E. If F is 
a Banach space then so is (L(Ei F )11| \\3) for each s G X.
Next we study natural norms on Lip(EiF) and Lip~(E,F).  From now on in this 
section X  is a G-module and JS, F  are X-normed spaces.
Definition 2 .2.2 For A G Lip(E , F ) put Fa  :=  {g £ G : || Ac|| <  g||o:|| for all x £ E }  
and \\A\\ := in f^ u io}^ *  Similarly, for B  G Lip~(E¡F) put Tß  := {g G G : \\Bx\\ <  
p||a;|| for all nonzero x G E }  and ||í?||~ := infG#U{0}rg. We call || || the Lipschitz 
norm and the || ||~ the strict Lipschitz norm. (See Proposition 2,2.4.)
Convention. To avoid complicated notations we will write henceforth, for a subset
V of G, inf V  in place of inf<3#U{0}V'; similarly for sup.
Proposition 2.2.3 Let A  G Lip(Eì F )ì B  G Lip~(E,F). Then ||A||, ||J3||~ G G #  U 
{0}, \\B\\ < HSU- and
(i) { g e G :  0 > | | A | | } C  TA C  {g e  G : g >  ||i4||},
(ii) {g ç. G:  g >  ||B||~ C T% C { g e G :  g >  ||S||~>.
Proof. Straightforward.
Proposition 2.2.4 || || is a norm on Lip(E1F ); || ||~ is a norm on Lip~(E,F).
Proof. We only prove the triangle inequality for || ||~ leaving the rest to the reader.
Let A, jB G LAp~(E9F)\ let gi G g2 G Fg. Then, for x G E, x ^  0, \\(A+B)x\\ <  
max(||Ax||, ||ite||) < max(<ji||a;||, P2IMI) =  niax(<7i , 02)|M|. We see that ¡|A +  jB||~ < 
inf {max(pi, g2) : gi G r¿ , g<z G Pg}, which equals, by Lemma 1.1.1, max(inf
in f r g )  =  max(||j4||~, \\B\\~).
Proposition 2.2.5 L etF  be a Banach space. Then (Lip(E}F ) , || ||) and (Lip~(E , F ), || ||^) 
are Banach spaces.
Proof. See [5] 2.3.6 for the Lipschitz case. Now let Ai, A 2i . . .  be a Cauchy sequence 
in Lip"J(E iF). Since || || < || ||~ the sequence is also Cauchy in Lip(E,F)  so there is
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an A G Lip(E , F) with || A  — An 
Tn,n>  no, II Am — An \\~ <  g , hence
0. Now let g G G. There is an no such that, for
IIAmx — Anx II <  g\\x\\ (x G E ,x  0,7iym>  no)
Since ‘open’ balls in E  are closed we have
II (A — An)x|| == limm—>00 \\Amx -  Anx II < g\\x\\ (x G E, x ^  0, n > no)
showing that A — An, hence A, is in Lipr^ (Ei F) and that ||A — An||~ < g for n > no,
which proves limn — y o o IIA An r s J 0 .
As an example we compute the norms of an operator with one-dimensional range. We 
assume X  to be complete.
Example 2.2.6 Let a G F, ƒ G E', f  ^  0 and letA G F R (E 1 F) be the map
A : x h  f (x )a .
Let b G E  be such that f (b ) =  1. Then
(i) K AU =  inf {g G G : ||a|| < g dist(6, Ker/)},
(ii) if dist(6, K erf  ) is not attained then
(iii) if dist (6, Kerf) is attained then
\ \ M
i inf{<7 G G : a
: M il,
< g dist(6, Kerf)} .
Proof. Set T := {g G G : a < # dist(6, Kerƒ)} and
r {g G G : |[a|| < g dist(ò, Ker/)}.
We first show that T =  (which proves (i)). Let  ^ E Then || ƒ (rc)a|| < <7||x|| 
for all x G E, so by taking a: =  6 — y, y G K e i f  we get p,“ 1||d|| < ||6 — 2/|j. It follows 
that g~x 
Then x ■
a < dist(ò, Ker/), so that g G T. Conversely, let g G Y. Let x G E. 
A b +  y for some A € if, y G Ker f .  Then ||Ax|| =  || ƒ (rc)o,|| =  ||Aa|| <  
í/|A|díst(ó, Ker/) =  g dist(A6, Ker/) =  g dist (or, Ker/) < g\\x\\, so G g T  a*
If dist(6, Ker/) is not attained the last inequality is strict for x ^  0 so we obtain
r c r  i.e. r  =  r~  implying (ii).
Finally, let dist(ö, Ker/) be attained; we prove that r ~  =  (which shows (iii)). Let 
g G T  a- Then || ƒ (rc)a|| < g\\x\\ for all nonzero x G E  so by taking x — b- y where y G 
Ker/, IIb — y\\ — dist(6, Ker/) we get ||a|| < g dist(6, Ker/) or g g T ~ .  Conversely, if 
g G r~ , let x G 15, x ^  0. Then x =  Xb +  y for some A G K, y eK er/. To show that
g G we may assume A ^  0. Then || Ax A|||a|| <  |A|g dist(6, Ker/)
g dist(A6,Ker/) =  g dist(x, Ker/) < p||x||, so g G which finishes the proof.
The following observation will be convenient later on, especially in Chapter 3.
Proposition 2.2.7 LetE have an orthogonal base ex, e2 i__  Then for A G Lip(Ei F )1B G
Lip~(E>F) we have
Il A|| =  inf {g G G : ||Aen|| < g||en|| for each n}
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H i? H ~ =  inf {g E G : ||Ben|| < g||en|| for each n}.
Conversely, let g E G and 2/1, t/2, • • * E F such that ||j/n|| < p||en|| (resp. ||yn|| < 5 ||en||) 
/or all n. Then en i—» yn (n E N) extends uniquely to a Lipschitz operator (resp. 
strictly Lipschitz operator) E  —► F.
Proof. Straightforward.
To compare the norms || || and || ||~ in more detail, we compute the norms of the 
identity operator I  E Lip(E). From now on in this Section we write, in case G is 
quasidiscrete, go min{5 E G : g > 1}.
Proposition 2 .2.8 Let E  ^  {0}. Set Hi := fi {Stab(||x||) : x E E ,x  ^  0}, H2 := 
|J {Stab(||rc||) : x E E ,x  ^  0}. Then we have
(i) \\I\\ =  ini Hi,
(ii) If F 2 /  G (i.e. if H^ ll \ { 0} is almost faithful) then ||/||^ =  sup H2i except when 
H2 =  {1} and G is quasidiscrete in which case ||r||~ =  £o-
Proof, (i) It is easily seen that Tj — {g E G : g > 1 or g E Hi}\ hence ||J|| =  inf 
Ti  =  inf Hi.
(ii) One verifies that TJ — {g E G : g > 1 and g  ^ H2}- If H2 ^  {1} we see that 
II J ||~  =  inf Tj =  sup H%. If H2 =  {1}  then F j =  {# E G : p >  1} which completes 
the proof.
From Proposition 2.2,8 it follows that ||I|| < 1 < ||i"||~, but we may have strict 
inequalities.
Exam ple 2.2.9 A space E for which ||/|| < 1 < \\I\\~.
Construction. Choose G such that it admits a convex subgroup if , {1} ^  H  ^  G. 
Let t  := inf H. By Proposition 1.4.1 we have H  =  Stab(t), Now let E  ;= co be 
equipped with the norm x =  (£i,£2> ■ • ■) ^  maxn[£n|¿. We see that for each nonzero 
x E E  we have Stab(|| cc 1 j — -fir 2 so, by the previous Proposition, ||I|| =  inf H  <  1 < 
sup H  — ||I||~.
Proposition 2.2.10 Let | | jB | |  \  {0} be almost faithful. Then the norms || || and
on Lip(EyF) — Lip~(E ,F) are Lipschitz equivalent More precisely, let g E 
9 > Ij 9  ^ U{Stab(||x||) : x  E J3,x ^ 0}. Then \\A\\ < ||A||~ < 0 ||A|| for all 
A  E L¿p(£?, -F).
Proof. Let gi E F^, x E jS, x ^  0. Then ||Ax|| < £i||x|| < ^ i||x ||. It follows that 
11-^ 11 ~ < 99i or < 91' This holds for each gi E Ta  so that cT^HA^ < inf
F a  =  II A | | .
Proposition 2 .2.11 Let ||i?|| \  {0} be almost faithful Suppose G is quasidense. 
Then the following are equivalent
(a) ||A |r  =  \\A\\ for dll A  E Lip(E)F ) i
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(ß) im r  =  imi,
(7 ) ¡¡EU \  {0} is faithful.
Proof. We may assume E  /= {0}. The implication (a) => {ß) is trivial. To prove
00) (7 ) first observe that ||/|| 1. If (7 ) were not true, we could find an
a £ E¡ a 7^0 and an h £ G, h > 1 such that h\\a a Let g £ Ty.  Then g > 1
and <7||a|| > ||a|| so g > h. Then ||/||~ =  inf > h > 1, a contradiction.
Finally we prove (7 ) => (a). Let g £ Ta, let e C , > p. Then, for x £ E, x ^  0 
we have ||Ax|| < |^(rr:|| < g;j|xj| by faithfulness, so g! £ T¿. We see that
(*) P H "  < i r d { g '  £ G -.g' > g}
and so ||A||~ < g by quasidenseness. It follows that \\A\\~ < inf =  \\A\\ which 
proves (a).
Proposition 2 .2,12 Let ||J5|| \  {0} be almost faithful Suppose G is quasidiscrete, 
Then the following are equivalent
(a) ||A|| < ||A |r < Poll All for a l lA E  Lip(E)F ) i
i ß )  u/ir < 5 0 1 1 / 1 1 ,
(7 ) j|25|| \  {0} is faithful
Proof. Again we may assume E  /  {0}. The implication (a ) =r> (ß ) is trivial. To 
prove (ß) (7 ) let H2 be as in Proposition 2.2.8.
If H2 ¿  {1} then gQ £ H2 and (ß) implies ||/||~  <  ||J||. Hence \\I\\ =  ||I||~ =  1 
conflicting Proposition 2.2.8 (ii). Thus, H2 =  {1} which is (7 ). Finally we prove 
( 7 )  (a). For this follow the proof of (7 ) (a) of the previous proposition until 
formula (*), whose right hand side equals gog by quasidiscreteness. So <7¿J’1||A||'N' < g 
for all goVA i-e. g ¿ 1||A |r < ||A||,
There is more to it.
Proposition 2.2.13 Let ||J5|| \  {0} be faithful and let G be quasidiscrete. Then for 
each A £ L (E } F) we have ||A||~ =  ||A|| or ||A||~ =  <7o||A||.
Proof. We may assume A ^  0. If Stab(||A||) ^  { 1} we have go £ Stab(||A||), so 
||A||^ < ffo||A|| =  (IA|| and we have ||A|| =  ||A||~ =  <7o||A||. The same conclusion holds 
if Stab(||A||~) 7^  {1}. So, we may assume that both ||A|| and ||A||~ are in Go (see 
Definition 1.4.17), Suppose ||A|| < ||A||~ < po||A||; we derive a contradiction. We 
have I < t  <  go where t  := u>(||A||) * ||A||"' £ Go (see Proposition 1.4.8). But t  £ G 
by assumption so t =  inf {p £ G : g > ¿}, which implies the existence of a g £ G with
1 < t  < g <  g0 y a contradiction.
Both cases may occur in one and the same space, as the following example shows. 
Verification is left to the reader.
Example 2.2.14 L e tK  =  Qp, le tE  := K 2 be normed by (¿1,^2) ^  max (|£i|? y/p l&D- 
Let
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A : ( î i , 6 )  h* ( 6 , 0 )  ( ( í i . í a j e f f 2).
TÄßn n ƒ n =  i, i i / i r = P, but \\a \\ =  i i ^ i r = 1.
We will now investigate what remains of the classical inequalities \\AB\\ <  ||A|| ||£|| 
and II Ax U < p i i  ii x|| for operators A, B  and vectors x,
x
Lemma 2.2,15
(i) Let A, B  G Lip(J5). Then Ta Tb C r^B*
(ii) A € L ip~(E ),B  G Lip(E). Then F^Fb C F^b n F ^ .
Proof, (i) Let pi G Ta, #2 € Tb- Then for any x G £7, ||Af?x|| <  #i||jBx|| < (/iP2 
so gig2 G Tab-
(ii) Let pi G r^, g2 € Tb. Then for any x G E  with J3x 0, ||AjBx|| < pi||i3x|| < 
0i02||z||, hence ||A5x|| < pi^H^II, which also holds if Bx  =  0,x 0, So, g\g2 G T ¿B.
Similarly if x G E ,x  =£ 0, ||J5Ax|| < £2||Ax|| < £2Si|MI so gig2 G r BA.
Recall (Definition 1.4.4) the ‘ large* multiplication * in G#.
Proposition 2.2.16 Let A, B  G Lip(E ) . Then
\ \A B \\< \ \A \ \* \ \B l
Let A  G Lipru(E)i B  G Lip(E). Then
m a x ( l | A B | r ,  U S A D  <  | | A | | ~  *  | | £ | | .
Proof. By Corollary 1.6.7 G# is a continuous G-module, so by Theorem 1.7.4 (if 
A, B  are nonzero), ||A|| * ||B|| =  (inf Fa)* (inf Tb) =  inf T ^ b  > inf F^b =  ||AJ3||, 
where for the inequality Lemma 2.2.15 is used. Similarly, ||A||~ * ||5|| =  (inf r¿)*  
(inf Tb ) =  inf T^Fb > inf T^B) -  ||AB\\^.
For the second inequality we have to put a continuity condition:
Proposition 2.2.17 Let X  be continuous and complete. Then, for each A  G 
Lip(Ei F ) we have ||Ax|| < ||A|| * ||x|| (x G X ),  where * is as in 1.7.
Proof. By Theorem 1.7.4 we have ||A|| * ||x|| =  (inf T a )  * IMI =  inf ( F a | | x | | )  > II^ MI- 
The continuity condition cannot be dropped as we can see from the next Proposition.
Proposition 2.2.18 Let ||¿5||\{0} be noncontinuous. Suppose each one-dimensional 
subspace of E has an orthogonal complement. Then there exists an A £ FR(E) with 
IIA|| =  1 but I)Aa|| > ||a|| for some a G E.
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Proof. Write X  : ||i?|| \  {0} By Proposition 1.6.4 G is quasidense and by Proposition 
1.6.8 there is an r  G X  such that m îx{gr  : g G G, g > 1} =  r does not hold, which 
implies by Lemma 1.1.2 that t  := inf x*{Qr ‘ 9 € G, g > 1} > r. Then there is 
an u G X  with r  < u < t. Choose a, 6 G jE  with ||a|| =  r, ||òj| =  u. Let D be an 
ortho complement of i f  a. The formula
A(d +  Àa) =  Xb (d e D , A G if)
defines an A G Fiî(J5). For each <7 G G, g > 1 we have for re =  Aa G £7, ||Ax|| =  
IIA&II =  lAlii < |A|#r — p||Aa|] < dHI, so that ||A|| < inf {o G G : g > 1} =  1. But 
||Aa|| =  |b| =  u >  r  =  II a [I. We see that ||A|| =  1 and ||Aa|| > ||a||.
Remark. We leave it to the reader to make concrete examples of such E  and A. See 
the last part of Sec. 1.6.
2.3 The Banach algebra Lip(E)
Throughout 2.3 X  is a G-module and E  is an X-normed Banach space. From 
Proposition 2.2.5 we infer that Lip(E) is also a Banach space and the inequality 
||AJ3|| < ||A|| * ||I?|| of Proposition 2.2.16 shows that Lip(E) deserves the qualification 
‘Banach algebra’.
Definition 2.3.1 An operator A G Lip(E) is called invertible if A is a bijection 
and A“1 G Lip(E). We denote the set of all invertible operators by Inv(jE).
Let A G Lip(E) be bijective. By the Open Mapping Theorem [5] 2.5.4, A“ 1 G L(E).
So if L(E) =  Lip(E) then automatically A ~l G Lip(E). The next example shows 
that this conclusion is false in general.
Example 2.3.2 Let E  be a Banach space with an orthogonal base ei, e2l . . . ,  such that
r(||ei||) C  r(||e2||) C  . . .  and UnT(lle"ll) = G and such that Stab(\\en\\) ^  r(||en ||) for 
each n. Then there exists a bijective A  G L(E) such that A” 1 is Lipschitz but A  is
not.
Proof. Choose Ai, A2, . . .  G i f  such that |An| > 1, |An| G r(||en||) \  Stab(||en||) for 
all n and such that |An| —> oo. Define A by the formula
oo \ oo
n = l J n= l
In the proof of Theorem 2.1.13 it is shown that A is not Lipschitz. But it is clear that 
for a; =  Y ^ L i  € E ,
oo \ oo
n— 1 / n = 1
and, since |A„1| < 1, ||A 1|| < 1. Hence, A 1 is Lipschitz.
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Clearly Inv(jE) is a group under composition. With the inherited topology induced 
by the Lipschitz norm, composition is continuous. We now investigate when lnv(E) 
is a topological group (i.e. when inversion A  h-» A ~1 is continuous).
Lemma 2.3.3 Let Ai , A2, . . .  be a sequence in lnv(E) converging to some A  C 
Lip(E ). Then the following are equivalent.
(a) A £ Inv(E) and lim ^collA -1  -  A~l \\ — 0,
(/3) r in  \\A¿1\\ is bounded.
Proof. Only (ß) =$- (a) needs a proof. For m, n € N we have
-A-m (-^ n Am)An *- 1
Let g £ G be such that (jA^H < g for all n. Then
- i -  Am <  Pm An Am * y An ^ g An Am
s o n n  An 1 is Cauchy. By completeness there is a B  € Lip(E) such that limn~+oo ||¿?
A ’ 1n 0; then B A  — I  — limn_»oo(BA — An l An) =  0; similarly we get AB  =  L
Theorem  2.3,4 Lei ||i?||\{0} be almost faithful Then A  t—► A 1 is a homeomorphism 
lnv(E) Inv(-B).
Proof. Only a continuity proof is required. Let Ai, A2, . *. be a sequence in Inv(£) 
converging to some A € Inv(-B). By assumption there is a g £ G such that ^||x|| < ||x 
for all nonzero x £ E. Now n h~> AnA~l converges to I  so there is an n0 such that 
IIAnA-*1 — J|| < g for n > no. Then for each nonzero x £ E, ||AnA"" l x - x \ \  <ff||®|| < 
j|x|| and we see that ||AnA” 1x|| =  ||x|| for all nonzero x i.e. ||Anx|| = ||Ax|| for all 
x £ E, all n > no* Now A £ Inv(jE) so there is an h £ G such that ||Ax|| > /i||x|| for all 
x £ E. Then ||Anx|| >  h\\x\\ implying ¡A“ 1^  < /t'"1 ||a;|| for all n > no, x £ E. We see 
that n i—t II A“ 1]] is bounded. Now apply Lemma 2.3.3 to arrive at limn-^ooA” 1 =  A-1 .
We have a partial converse.
T h e o re m  2.3,5 Suppose each onedimensional subspace of E has an orthogonal 
complement. If inversion is continuous onlnv(E) then \\E\\ \  {0} is almost faithful
P ro o f. Suppose ||25|| \  {0} is not almost faithful; we prove that inversion is not 
continuous. Then exists ai, a^,. . .  £ E \  {0} such that Stab(||ai||) C  Stab(||a2|| C  . . .  
and |Jn Stab((|anj|) =  G. For each n, choose \  £ K ,  0 <  |An| < h for each h £ 
Stab(||an||), and Pn be an orthoprojection onto K a n. Define
An 1=  (Àn 1 )Pn I . 
Then An £ Inv(ü?) and A“ 1 =  (A„1 — 1 )Pn - f 1. We have ||An —1|| =  || (An — l)P nj| =  
||Pn|| =  inf Stab(||an||) 0.
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On the other hand, since |A~X — 1| =  |A~a| we have \\A~l — J|| =  |A^1|||Pn||. Now 
|A“ X| > sup Stab(||en||), so that by Corollary 1.4,3 (ii) |A^1|||Pn|| > sup Stab(||en||) >  
1. So, we see that An —► J, but A "1 I.
A concrete space E  for which inversion is not continuous on Inv(£?) is for example 
the space of [5] 4.2.2.
Next we consider the question whether Inv(iJ) is an open subset of Lip(E). We 
regret not to have found a characterization in the spirit of Theorem 2.3.4 and 2.3.5 . 
(However in 3.1.1 we shall present a characterization within the category of Banach 
spaces with a countable orthogonal base.) But, in this general setting, we have the 
following two results.
Proposition 2.3.6 Suppose G has a maximal proper convex subgroup H. Then 
Inv(E) is an open subset of Lip(E). More precisely, l e t t  E G , t  <  1, t fi H. Thenf 
if A E Inv(ß ),B  E Lip(E) and || A — B\\ < cl»(||A“"11|)t2, then B E Inv(E).
Proof. It is easily seen that E G : tn < g < t~n} is the smallest convex
subgroup containing H  and {£}, hence equal to G. It follows that limn^oo^n =  0.
We consider the case A =  I .  Then ||/ — B|| < t. Then ||(7 — B)n\\ < ||I  — B\\ * 
. .. * \\I — B\\ < t n —> 0. By completeness C  := -®)n *s *n Lip(E) and
C =  B~l . To prove the general case, we consider ||J — A~lB\\ = ||A—1(A — J5)|| <
||A-'1| | * | | A- B | |  < IIA^II+wdlA"1!!)*^. By Proposition 1.4,16 ||A_1|| * cci(||A"“1
is the supremum of some proper convex subgroup, hence < sup H. Now t_1 >  sup 
H  and we find || ƒ — A^1 J5|| < (sup H )t2 < t~H2 =  t. By the first part of the proof 
we obtain A ~l B E  Inv(J5), hence B E Inv(JS).
Remark. The above condition on G implies that ||J3|| \  {0} is almost faithful.
Proposition 2.3.7 Suppose each onedimensional subspace of E  has an orthogonal 
complement, and suppose that Inv(E) is open in Lip(E). Then ||£7|| \  {0} is almost 
faithful (hence inversion is continuous by Theorem 2.3.4).
Proof. Suppose ||£|| \  {0} is not almost faithful. Then let ai ,a2, . . .  E E  and 
Pii ? 2ì » • • be as in the proof of Theorem 2.3.5. From that proof it follows that 
||Pn|| —> 0 so I  ~~ Pn I* By assumption I  — Pn should be invertible for large n, 
which is impossible as (I  — Pn)(an) =  0 for each n.
Remark. In Lemma 3.1.3 we shall give an example of an E  for which inversion is 
continuous but where Inv(jB) is not open in Lip(E)\
2.4 The trace function and compact operators
Recall that in Definition 2.1.22 and Proposition 2.1.23 we introduced and discussed the 
trace function on FR(E)  in an algebraic way. We now consider continuity properties 
of the trace.
Throughout 2.4 X  is a G-module and E  is an X-normed Banach space.
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Theorem  2.4.1 Suppose each finite-dimensional subspace of E has an orthogonal 
base. Then for each A  G FR(E) we have |tr(A)| < ||.A||~.
Proof. Let o i , . . . ,  an be an orthogonal base of A E . Then A  has the form x 
i f i{x)ai o^r s°me f i , . . . ,  f n G E f. Let s G Then, by orthogonality, || fi(x)ai\\ <  
s||rr|| for all nonzero x G E  and i G {1, . . .  ,n}. Putting x =  a; we get |/i(úi)|||a¿|| < 
s||a¿|| for each i This implies |/i(a¿)| < 5, so |tr(A)| =  | f i (ai)I < 5 which proves 
the theorem.
Essentially, if the Lipschitz norm is not equivalent to || ||~, then the trace is not 
Lipschitz continuous, as can be seen from the next result.
Theorem 2.4.2 Suppose each onedimensional subspace of E has an orthogonal com­
plement Then tr : F R (E ) —► K  is Lipschitz continuous if and only if ||JS|| \  {0} is 
almost faithful (i.e, if and only if Lip~(E) =  Lip(E). See Theorem 2.1.6).
Proof. Suppose ||j5|| \  {0} is almost faithful. Then by Theorem 2.1.6 Lip(E) =  
Lip~(E) and, by Proposition 2.2.10, || || and || ||~ are equivalent. Prom the assump­
tion it follows that finite-dimensional subspaces of E  have orthogonal bases, so from 
Theorem 2.4.1 it follows that tr is || ||-continuous.
Now let | | jE | |  \  { 0 }  be not almost faithful. We will show Lipschitz discontinuity of 
tr by constructing a sequence A\¡ A2, . . .  in FR(E)  such that limn_>oo||An|| =  0 but 
tr(An)= l for each n.
There exist a i , a2, . . .  G E  \  {0} such that, with Hn := Stab(||an||), Hi  c  H2 C 
. . . ,  (Jn Hn =  G. Choose /x, f 2 i . . .  G E* with f n(an) — 1 for all n and let
Ajxiß )^ *=  fn^ X^ Ojn (x G E )-
Then clearly An G FR(E)  and tr(An) =  1. But
II An|| =  inf {g G G : ||f n{x)an\\ < g\\x\\ for all x G E }
< inf {# G G : ||an|| < ff||an||}
< inf {g G G : jjanjj =  ffjjûnll} =  inf Hn —> 0
We now introduce compact operators. For a subset V  of Lip(E) we denote by V  its
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closure with respect to || ||. For a subset W  of Lipr^ (E)i let W  be its closure with 
respect to || ||~.
Definition 2,4.3 Let C(E) FR(E).  An element of C(E) is called compact
(supercompact in [7] 3.3). Similarly, let C~(E) FR(E)  . Following classical 
conventions we call an element of C~(E)  nuclear or of trace class.
Clearly C~(E)  C C (E ) i C(E) is a two-sided ideal in Lip(E), C~(E)  is a two-sided 
ideal in Lip~(E). Under the conditions of Theorem 2.4.1 the trace function in FR(E)  
can uniquely be extended to a continuous linear function, again denoted tr, in C~(E)  
and we have (tr(A)) < ||A||~ for all A  G C~(E).
Proposition 2.4.4 C~(E) is a two-sided ideal in Lip(E). If A  G G~(iS), B  G 
Lip(E) thenti(AB)  =  tr(J3A).
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Proof. There are Ti, T2, . . .  £ FR(E)  with limn_^ oo || A  — Tn 0. Then by Propo­
sition 2.2.16
II B A - B T n / v r v j o ,
hence BA £ C ru(E); similarly AB £ C~(E). We have using Theorem 2.4.1 and 
Proposition 2.1.33: tr (BA) — limn_>ootr (BTn) — limn^oo G(TnB) — tr (AB).
Proposition 2.4.5 Let A £ C(E), B £ Lip~(E), Then AB and B A  are in C~(E),  
andtx(AB) —tx(BA).
Proof. There are T \%T2, . . .  £ FR(E) with limn_^oo||A — Tn|| =  0. Then by Propo­
sition 2.2.16, IIBA  -  £Tn||~ < ||B||~ * ||A -  Tn
proceed as in the previous proof.
0, hence BA £ C~(E). Now
3 Lipschitz operators on spaces with an orthogonal 
base
In this chapter we restrict ourselves to spaces with a countable orthogonal base, a 
class of spaces containing Norm and Form Hilbert spaces (see [6]) and therefore of 
main interest. It will turn out that we can say much more than in the more general 
setting of Chapter 2.
Throughout Chapter 3 X  will be a t?-module and E  an X-normed Banach space with 
a countable orthogonal base ei, e2, —
3.1 Inversion
We shall characterize those E  for which Inv(JS) is open. Recall that from the theory 
of Chapter 2 we have the following.
(i) If G has a maximal convex proper subgroup then lnv(E) is open.
(ii) Inv(-E) is open => ||J5||\{0} is almost faithful -4=^ A  i—> A~l is a homeomorphism 
of Inv(E).
(See Propositions 2.3.6, 2.3.7, Theorems 2.3.4, 2.3.5).
Thus, the following theorem will complete the characterization.
Theorem 3 .1 .1  Let G have no maximal proper convex subgroups. Then the following 
are equivalent
(a) lnv(E) is open in Lip(E).
(ß) 11151 \  {0} is almost faithful and E  is a Norm Hilbert space.
The proof runs in several steps. The proof of (ß) (a) is contained in the next 
Proposition.
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Proposition 3.1.2 Suppose (ß ). Let t  e G be such í/iaí t||a?|| < ||x|| for all nonzero 
x e E .  L e t A e I m { E ) , B e L i p ( E ) } \ \ A - - B \ \ < t 2iü(\\A^1\\). Then B  E Inv (£).
Proof. We first treat the case A  =  I. Then ||I  — B\\ < £, so for nonzero x E E  
we have ||x — Bx\\ <  t||x|| < \\x\\ and it follows that B  is an isometry. By [8], 
2.5 (i) B  is surjective, hence B  E Inv(E). To prove the general case we consider 
||J“ A- 15|| =  \\A~~1(A — B)\\ <  Il A-1 II *u(\\A~l \\)t2. Like in the proof of Proposition 
2.3.6 we observe that t ” 1 > ||A"™11| * c ^ ( | | 1 | )  and so ||JT — -A“1#!! <  t, By the first 
part of the proof we obtain A ~l B  E Inv(jS), hence B  E Inv(i2).
For the proof of (a) =ï  (ß) we need three Lemmas. Notice that by (ii) above we only 
have to prove that openness of Lip(E) implies that E  is a Norm Hilbert Space. Let 
us introduce the following Property (*) for E .
(*) There exists a sequence Ax, A2, . . .  of nonsurjective operators in Lip(E) such that
limn—*>00 ¡ji" An |j — 0
Clearly if E  has (*) then Inv(jS) is not open.
Lemma 3.1.3 Co has Property (*).
Proof. Let h E G, h < 1; we shall construct a nonsurjective A  E Lip(co) such that
||J-A||<fc.
By assumption there is a proper convex subgroup H  with h E H  ([5] 4.3.1). Let S  
supG#£T. Then (Proposition 1.4.1) Stab(s) — H  so in particular s E G# \  G .
(1) Now let F  be the space cq but with the norm
x =  (#1, #2, • • •) maxn xn S .
Then F  is a G#-normed Banach space of countable type so, by [5] 3.2.6, F  is 
a quotient of cq i.e. cq has a closed subspace D  such that cq/ D  is isometrically 
isomorphic to F .
Let 7T : Co —► cq/ D  be the quotient map.
(2) We proceed to prove that for each x E Co with ||x||oo =  1 there is a d E jD with 
x — £¿||oo < h (here ||||oo is the canonical norm on Co). To this end we may
suppose 7r(x) ^  0. We have ||tt(x)|| < 1 but also ||7r(rn) || E Gs say, ||7r(x)|| =  gs 
for same g E G . Then gs <  1 but since gs fi G we must have gs <  1. Now 
h-1 £ H so h~l E Stab(s), hence h r lgs < 1 or gs < h. We see that ||7r(x)|| < h 
which proves (2).
(3) Now let 6i, b2, . . .  be the canonical orthonormal base of co. By (2) there are 
di, d2) *.. E D  such that ||&n — dn||oo < h for all n. By the Perturbation Lemma 
[5] 2.4.8, the sequence di ,d2, . . .  is orthonormal in (D, || jl^) and the formula 
Abn — dn defines a linear isometry A  of cq into D , so A  is not surjective. But on 
the other hand ||(7 —A)(&n)||oo =  ||dn“ M!°° < h =  /i||6n||oo* So by Proposition 
2.2.7, IJ — A|| < h  and we are done.
Remark. Co is G-normed so ||co||oo \  {0} is faithful hence inversion A  h-> A  1 is 
continuous on Inv(co). But Inv(co) is not open in Lip(E ),
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Lemma 3.1.4 Let E  be linearly homeomorphic to co. Then E  has Property (*).
Proof, We denote the given X-noim  on E  by || || and the canonical norm on cq by 
30. We may suppose that E  and Co are identical as vector spaces and that || || and 
30 are equivalent. By Proposition 2.1.9 we have Lip(E) — L (E ), Lip(co) =  ¿(co), 
and by assumption L(E) =  L(cq). By [5], 2.5.5. and the fact that the natural 
topologies on L(E) and L(cq) are equal we have that the Lipschitz norms in Lip(E) 
and L(cq) are equivalent. By the previous Lemma there exists a sequence Ai, A2, ...  
of nonsurjective operators converging to I  in the topology of Lip(co), hence in the 
topology of Lip(E) and we are done.
Lemma 3.1.5 Let E  be not a Norm Hilbert space. Then E  has property (*),
Proof. Clearly E  is infinite-dimensional. By assumption and [5] 4.3.7 (/?) (7 ) the 
sequence ei, e2, . . .  does not satisfy the type condition so, by suitable scalar multipli­
cation, we may assume that there exists si, s2 G X  and ni < n2 < . . .  in N such that
Si < ||en¿ II < s2 for all i. The closed linear span D  of {eni, en2, . . . }  is linearly homeo­
morphic to co, so by the previous lemma there are nonsurjective A\, A2, . . .  G Lip(D) 
such that An —» I  (identity in D) in the Lipschitz norm on Lip(D ). Let S  be the 
closed linear span of {em : rn G N, m fi {n i,n 2, .•■}}. Then clearly S  is an ortho­
complement of D  in E. The formula
0 1 Anx if n G N, x G D  
nX ' X if n 6 N, x £ S
defines a sequence J3i,i?2, . *. of nonsurjective operators in Lip(E) converging in the 
Lipschitz norm of Lip(E) to the identity on E.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.1 Combine Proposition 3.1.2 and Lemma 3.1.5.
3.2 Density
We prove two density theorems.
T h e o re m  3 .2 .1  Lip^(E) is dense in Lip(E). C~(E) is dense in C (E ).
Proof. Since Lip~(E) is a two-sided ideal in Lip(E) it is enough to show that
I  G Lip~(E). Thus, let e G G, e < 1; we construct a T  G Lip~(E) for which
III  — T|| < £* Write Hn := Stab(||en||) and define Ten =  0 if £ G Hni Ten =  en if 
e fi Hn. If £ fi Hn then UTe l^ =  ||en|| < e^HenH (since £ ~ 1  f i  Hni e * 1 > 1), so we 
have ||Ten|| < e_ 1||en|| for all n G N. By Proposition 2.2.7 T  extends uniquely to a 
strictly Lispchitz operator, again called T. To show that ||ƒ — T|| < £, let n G N. If 
£ G Hn then ||(J — T)en|| =  ||en|| =  e||en||; if £ fi Hn then ||(7 — T)e„|| =  0. Thus, 
||(I — T)en|| < £||en|| for all n and, by Proposition 2.2.7, || j  — T|| < e. The second 
statement is an easy consequence of the first and Proposition 2.4.5.
T h e o re m  3 .2 .2  Lip(E) is dense inL(E).
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Proof. We may assume that X  is complete. Let so E X .  The topology of L(E) is 
defined by the norm
A ^  ||A||i =  sup^ojdlAxll ; x G E, \\x\\ < s0}.
Now let A  G L(E),e  G G. We construct a B  G Lip(E) with ||A — i?||i < ssq . Choose 
go G G such that ¿/olitili < $o and put 5 := ego. We first define B en for each n as 
follows.
Case 1: If there exists a À G i f  with ¿so < ||^en|| < so then Ben ;= Aen.
Case 2: If À G l í ,  ||Aen|| < So implies ||Aen|| < Ssq then jBen := 0.
We prove that || Ben < e xg0 2\\en \\ for each n. This is clear in case 2, so we
may assume the existence of a A € K  with < ||^en|| £  $o- Then ||i?(Aen) 
P (A en)|| < ||A||i, so
||5en|| < |A 1\ \\A\U <  |A Mo, xs0 < |A ^  *6 1||Aetl
9 o 1s 1 ||cn E 19o2 . By Proposition 2.2,7 B  extends uniquely to a Lipschitz 
operator, again called B.
To estimate ||A — B\\u let A G if, n G N be such that ||Aen|| < so.
In case 1, (A — B)(Xen) =  0. In case 2 we have j|Aen|| < ¿so, so ||(^ 4 — j9)(Aen)|| — 
||A(Aen)|| < i||A ||i <  Sg^so  =  £So- Thus, ||(-<4 — J5)(Ae„)|| <  esq as soon as n G 
Ñ, ||Aen|| < s0. Now take k g E ,  ||x|| < so* Let x =  be the expansion
of x. By orthogonality ||£nen|| ^  5o for each n and we just proved that ||(A — 
B)($nen)II < eso- But then ||(j4 -  B)(x)\\ < maxn||(A -  B )(fnen)|| < es0. It follows 
that IIA — B ||i < £.
Question Can one extend Theorem 3.2.1 and 3.2-2 to arbitrary Banach spaces?
3.3 Matrix characterizations
Each A  G Lip(E) has a matrix
/  ^ 1 1  ^ 1 2  • ♦ • \  
Û 2 1
with respect to the given base ex, e2, __ Of special interest are the ‘building blocks*
Pmn (m, n G N) given by the formula
P m n i ^ k )  —  f i k n ^ m  £  ^ 0 *
Clearly Pmn G F R (E ) and its matrix has zero entries except for a one in the nth 
column and the mth row. With this in mind it is natural to compare A  with
{ ^ m n Pmn : m, n € N}.
Lemma 3.3.1
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(i) For each m, n G N we have
li p mn inf {g G G : m Zöllen!}
\\p
r s /
mn inf { g € G :  ||em || <  sf||e„||}.
(ii) {Pmn '■ m ,n  Ç N} is an orthogonal set with respect to || || and
Proof, (i) By Proposition 2.2.7
=  inf {g G G : ||Pmn(efc)|| < 3-|KI| for ail i s N }R
Now P m n ( e k) — 0 for k n so we get
11^mn inf {g G G : \\em\\ < siKH}*
(ii) Let A  := £)A
<
The formula for ||Pmn||~ is proved in the same fashion,
mnPmn be a finite linear combination of the Pmn. Let g G Ta 
(resp. g G r¿); we show that for m,n G N, ||AmnPmn|| < 5 (resp. ||AmnPmn||~ 
g). To this end we may assume Amn 7^  0. We have i7||en|| > (resp. >) ||Aen
il Xvi ì (® n )Il =  II Xin P in (e n )\\ =  II yTf A¿ne¿|| >  11AttutiCttti11, Hence ||em
R
<
(resp. <) |Am^ |<7||en||, showing that |Am^ |s > 
done.
m n (resp. ||P,m n ) and we are
Corollary 3.3.2
(i) For each m, n we have
Stabbi?
(ii) For each n we have
m n
/ * w ) =  Stab(||Pm„||) =  T(||en||; ||em||)
nn inf Stab(||en||), ||Pinn
(iii) Let A  G Lip(E) have matrix
sup Stab(||en||).




with respect to ei, eg,. . .  Then A G [Pmn • ^  n G N 
if and only if limm_|_n_).00||ciTnnPmn
if and only if limm-{-n*™+oo a P.:m n * m n
0; A  G [Pm n : m,n € N 
= 0 .
Proof. Straightforward (for (i) use Theorem 1.5.4).
Lemma 3.3.3 Let amn G K  (m,n G N). The following are equivalent
(a) For each n, lim^^oo amnem =  0.
(/?) Por each n, Um 
(7 ) For each n, Um
m — f o o
m — f o o
e  
Q-mnPmn




Proof, (a) =¿- (7 ). Let n ê N ,  g £ G . There is an mo such that for m > mo we have 
||a,mnem|| < tf||en||, i.e. ||amnPmn(en)|| < £||en||. Thus we have \\(amnPmn)(ej)\\ <  
g\\ej\\ for each j, each m > mo. It follows that||amnPmn < g for m  > mo; in other 
words we proved (7 ). The implication (7) =/► (ß) is trivial, so we prove (ß) (a:). Let
nGN,  e £ X .  Choose a g E G with g ||en|| < e. There is an mo such that for m >  mo 
we have ||amnPmn|| < g. Then, by Proposition 2,2.3 (i), \\amnPmn(x)\\ < g\\x\\ for all 
x £ E  and m >  m q. By taking x =  en we find ||amnem|| < £/||en|| < £ for m  > mo 
and we are done.
Theorem  3.3.4 ( Characterization of Lipschitz operators by matrices)
(i) Let A £ Lip(E) have the matrix




with respect to ei, e2l —  Then, for each n, lim 
and
J
7 TI— + 0 0 O i r Y i / n .  P im * mn 0
i|A|| =sup{|| amnPmn : m, n E N}.
(ii) Conversely, let
a n  a i 2  
Û 2 1
* * «
be a matrix with entries in K ,  such that, /or each n, lim
Û m n J R
O j n n P im n 0 and
such that (m, n) 1- 
Lipschitz operator.
-1 m n is bounded above. Then the matrix represents a
Proof, (i) Let n E N. Then Ae 
previous Lemma we have lim
n 7 ^ 1  aTYinern/) so limm_>00 a
7 7 1 — » O O U ^ m n P r n n
for each m, n E N. Let ¿7 E We have
slie
Him n
Thus (assuming a 
< la 1-1
m n ¥ =  0 ) mn
a
<
0. Next we prove
00
=  0, so by the
¿mn-fmn|| 5Í 11-^11
< HE
am n - 1
=  ll^ en|| <
^||en||j so, by Lemma 3.3.1,
fm n
To complete the proof of (i) we suppose that
s :— sup{||ümnPmri : m, n £  N} < ||A||
and derive a contradiction. (The proof looks rather overnice; we would welcome 
proposals for a more direct proof.) First assume that X  is continuous. (Then Tb =  
{g £ G : g >  ||J3||} for each B £ Lip(E).) There is a g £ G with s < g < ||A||. 
Thus g fi so there is an n such that \\Aen || > g\\en\\ and since Aen =  Y^a 
there is an m such that
~X9 <  II-P.
a r n n ^ m >  5 ||e„||. So |amn| 1g £ Tpmn and by assumption
am n m n or g < |amn|||Pmn|| conflicting g > s.
Now suppose that X  is not continuous. Then G is quasidense (Proposition 1.6.4) 
which implies the existence of a g € G such that s <  g <  ||A|| (quasidenseness is
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used when s , ||-A|| G G.) By the same reasoning as above we find an ra,n such that
9  ^ mn Jso g i  r Qmnpmn conflicting g  > s.
OO
a mn
(ii) Let x  G E  have expansion 2 n = i Set
¿ m n  *—  ( n ^ m n ^ m  ( ^ j  G  M ) .
We first show that limm -fn—>oo ^mn 0. We have 1 and 2 below.
1. For each n, lim- a7 1 —>OOw' 7 7 m '- ' 7 7 l 0 (Lemma 3,3.3) so that limm —>oo^mnt
n.
2. Let g G Gy g R for each m, n. Then $r € r amnPmn, so
Himn Hind
Ûmn-1 mn
P m n . ( G f i ) U ¿  | | í n ^ n | | ^ í  SOm nx 
0 for each
limn-~>ooum nt 0 uniformly in n.
Together 1 and 2 imply unconditional summability of £mnj so the formula
OO OO
Ax  =  ¿  ^  amnem
n + 1  m +1
defines a map A : E —>E.  Direct verification tells that A  is linear and that its matrix 
is the required one. To see that A  is Lipschitz, let g G G be as above and x £ E.  
Then
||Ac|| <sup{||im n : m, n G N} < £max{||£nen|| : n  G N} =  g\\x
In the same vein we have
Theorem 3.3.5 (Characterization of strictly Lipschitz operators by matrices) 
(i) Let A G Lip~ (E ) have the matrix
(  a u  & 1 2
0 2 1
:
with respect ¿o e*,e2)__  Then, for each n, Hm
and
*oo a-rnn Rmn
A sup{|| amnPmn r s i : m, n G N}.
(ii) Conversely} let
a n  a i 2  . . .  \
Û 2 1
/
6e a maino; with entries in K ,  such that, for each n, linim—►OO
0
Û m t i  P ' in* mn
R0 and such that (m,n) i-* ||amn^mn 
represents a strictly Lipschitz operator.
r * f is bounded above. Then the matrix
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Proof. Straightforward adaptation of the proof of Theorem 3.3.4. We leave the 
details to the reader.
Now we characterize compact and nuclear operators (see Definition 2.4.3). 
Theorem  3.3.6 Let A £ Lip(E) have the matrix






with respect to ei, e2, __  Then
(i) A £ C(E) if and only if limm^ooi|omuPmri|| =  0 uniformly in n £  N,
(ii) A £ C~(E) if and only if hrnm- ).0o\\amnPmn\\  ^ =  0 uniformly in n  £ N.
Proof. Suppose limm_*oo||omnJPmn|i =  0 uniformly in n. Let e £ G, There is an m 






O r a - f  1 , 1
Ol2
O m 2













a m + 2 , 1





O t t i H - 1 , 1  0 7 7 1 + 1 , 2 * 4  «
/
corresponds to a decomposition A =  A\  +  A2; where Ai, A2 € Lip(-E), 
Ai € FR(E)  and ||A2|| — sup {||ajbnPfcn|| : k > m,n £ N} < e, We 
IIA — A i II < £. Thus A € C'(-S)* A similar proof goes for the ‘if’ part of (ii). 
To prove the ‘only if’ parts observe that
Clearly 
see that
{A £ Lip(E) : lim II 077x71 Prm--KX3 r m n 1 m n 0 uniformly in n }
is a -closed subspace of Lip(E) and that
{A £ Lip~(E) : lim ||o m n P mn 0 uniformly in n }
is a 
A : x
-closed subspace of Lip~(E). So we are done as soon as the latter set contains 
f ( x ) a ( f £ E \  a £ E)  which we shall prove now. There is an so € X  such 
that so I ƒ (en)| <  for all n £ N (Lemma 2.1.5). Let e £  G, let a have an expansion
< e s q  for m > m o .  Then for m > ttìq andi There is an mo such that ||£mem 
n € N we have \\(amnPmn)(en)\\ =  ||omnem ■n
Thus a Pm n1 m n < £ for those m, n and we are done.
We also have the following expected formula for the trace.
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Theorem 3.3*7 Let A  G C~(E) have the matrix
a i i  a i 2  
< * 2 1
«
»
with respect to e i , e2, . . .  Then lining =  0 and tr(A) — ann
Proof. Prom Theorem 3.3.6 (ii) we get Hmn_>oo||ann-fnn||~ =  0.
Now IIí n n > 1 (Corollary 3.3.2 (ii)), so limn_^ ooann =  0, so 2^L i ann exists. 
Clearly the conclusion of Theorem 3.3.7 holds for operators in F R ( E )  whose matrices 
have the form
/ o n O l 2 t  4 ♦
0 2 1








(by using Proposition 2.1.23). Those operators form a dense subspace of C~(E)  on 
which the continuous maps A ann and A G(A) coincide, hence they
coincide in C~ (E ).
Remark. Since the choice of the orthogonal base was arbitrary we can conclude that 
the formula for the trace is ‘independent of the choice of orthogonal base5 in the sense 
that, if &i, 62) * • • is a second orthogonal base and A  G C~(E)  has matrix (cmn) with 
respect to &i, 62, .. * then tr(A) =  £ )n Cnn.
3.4 Matrix properties of subclasses
Theorem 3 .4.1 Let E  be a Norm Hilbert space., let A  G L(E) have matrix (amn) 
with respect to ei, e2, —
Then the following are equivalent
(a) A  G Lip(E).
(ß) (m, n) i-> II mn
C L r r t s n  J P r(7) ( m , n ) h - > m m n
each n G N, lim m —*oo
is bounded.
is bounded. For each m  G N, limn^oo 
a * m n P rn n l l  "  0 *
am n P m n \j —  0 . F o r
Similarlyf the following are equivalent
(a )~  A  G Lip~(E).
(ß)~ a r r i  r i .  P tmn* m n is bounded.
( t )~  {m,n) a PJ .  i77171x 77171 r - o j
For each n E N, lim.
zs bounded. For each m  E N, lim
| | < w P ™ J I ~  —  0 .
n — i-oo a Rmn* ran 0 .
m —+00w^mn* m n
Proof. We only prove the equivalence of (a) => (7 ) leaving the other case to the
reader. The implications (a) (ß) and (7 ) (a) follow from Theorem 3.3.4, so we
prove (ß) (7 ). By Corollary 3.3.2 (i) we have Stab(||Pmn||) =  r(||en m ) •
Since E  is a Norm Hilbert space we have limu_K5o'K||en||; ||em||) =  00 in the sense of [5]
1.6.4 (ii), for each m. Thus n ||Pmn|| and (since Stab(||Pmn |) =  Stab(||Pnm||)) m
m m n satisfy the type condition, so (ß) implies lim 1 omn P»n-íoormn-1 m n 0, lim [ j O m n P rm —>00 li^ m n^  m n
0 .
Corollary 3.4.2 Let E  be a Norm Hilbert space, let A  E Lip(E) have matrix (amn) 
with respect to ei, e^ —  Then A  E C(E) if and only if ^m m +^ooIjcw Pm nll =  0/ 
and the Pmn form on orthogonal base of C(E). Similarly, A  E C~(E) if and only if 
linfa+n--*oa\\arnnPmn\\~ =  0; and the Pmn form an orthogonal base ofC~(E),
Proof. Combine Theorem 3.3.6, 3.4.1, Lemma 3.3.1 (ii) and Corollary 3.3.2 (ii).
The properties of Theorem 3.4.1 and Corollary 3.4.2 also characterize Norm Hilbert 
spaces, as is shown by the following
Theorem  3.4.3 Let E  be not a Norm Hilbert space. Then there exists an A  € F R(E)
with matrix (amn) such that not limn OO II a lnP.In o .
Proof. There are a subsequence eni, e„2, . . .  of ex, . . . ,  Ax, A2, . . .  £ K  and ex, £ 
X  such that
ci < IA < c2 ( i e  N).
For all x £ E  with expansion E fc i £ie* set
O O
ƒ ( * > - £  A r*e„ , ,
1 = 1
( ƒ is easily seen to be in E') and put
Ax := f(x)e \ .
Then A  E FR(E)  and ain =  f (e n) for all n. We will show that the sequence 
¿ ||oiniPin¿ II does not tend to 0. We have for each i
IIAr^m, inf V
where
Vi =  {g  £  G : ||ci|| < g\Xni\ ||e„J}.
Now let g £ Vi. Then ||eij| < gc .^ Choose gi £  G such that ||ei|| > g\C2. Then 
g > gi, so gi is a lower bound of Vi for each i and we have ||ainiPini || > gi for each i.
To a classical Functional analist the following feature will appear surrealistic.
Theorem  3.4.4 Let E  be infinite-dimensional. Then the following are equivalent.
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(a) C (E )= L ip (E ) .  
{ß) C ~ (E )= L ip ~ {E ) .
(7 ) limn_,oo Stab(||en|| =  00 (i.e. for every proper convex subgroup H  of G we have 
Stab(||en||) 2  H  for large n).
Proof, (a) => (/?). Let A E Lip~(E), £ G G. Choose 5 G G such that i||A ||~ < £♦ 
By assumption there is a B E  F R (E ) with ||I — P|| < 5 .  Then (Proposition 2.2.16)
IIA -  PA||~ < IIƒ -  P|| * ||A||~ < i||A ||~ < e.
(ß) =$> (a). Let A  € Lip(E), £ G G. By Theorem 3.2.1 there is a B e  Lip~(E) with 
\\A — B\\ <  £. By assumption there is a C E FR(E)  with ||P — C|j~ < e, hence
IIB  -  G|| < e. Then ||A -  C\\ < max(||A -  B||, ||P -  C||) < e.
(a) (7 ). We have that I  E C(E), For its matrix entries we have amn =  Smn, so 
by Theorem 3.3.6 (i), hmn^oo||Pnn|| =  0. But ||Pnn|| =  inf Stab(||en||) —> 0, so (7 ) 
follows
(7 ) =$> (a). From (7 ) we obtain | |P nn || —» 0 then I  =  J2n=i ^nn € C(E).
Remarks. Condition (7 ) imphes that E  is a Norm Hilbert space. For a concrete 
example of a space E  satisfying (a) — (7 ), see [5], 4.2.2. In fact, any G#-normed 
Norm Hilbert space satisfies (a) — (7 ) of above (limn_^oor(||en ||) = oo, and T(||en ||) =  
Stab(||en||) (Proposition 1.4.15)).
We would like to conclude this paper by describing a class of Norm Hilbert spaces 
thereby generalizing the results of [6] considerably.
Let us call momentarily E  type-separating if there exists an s0 G X  such that 
n ^ m  imphes
■KIM; s °) tM II II ; ^ 0)
Examples of such spaces can be found in [2], [3], [4],
Type-separating spaces are Norm Hilbert spaces ([3] and [6]).
For an A G Lip(E) with matrix (amn) the matrix decomposition
an a  1 2 I  •  • \




/a n  0 0




« •  I \ 0  a 1 2  
< * 2 1  0
I I I \
+
'  / J
represents a decomposition A =  D  +  S  (which we will call henceforth the standard 
decomposition), where D ,S  E Lip(E), D  has diagonal matrix, S  has zero diagonal.
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Proposition 3.4.5 L etE  be type-separating. Let D-\-S be the standard decomposition 
of an A  G Lip(E ) . Then S  is nuclear.
Proof. From Corollary 3.3.2 and Theorem 1.5.3 (v), we infer Stab(||Pmn||) =
r (llen||i ilem||) ~  r(||en||; s q )  U r(||em||; s0) whenever m  ^  n. We see that {JjP, 
m n}  satisfy the type condition and therefore
l i m m + n _ > 0 0  ( m ^ n ) \ \a m n P m n  ~  0
m n
771showing (Theorem 3.3.6) that S  is compact. But, since the algebraic types of ||e
and ||en|| must differ whenever m ^ n w e  have ||Pmn|| =  ll^ m n ll^  according to Lemma 
3.3.1 (i).
The following Corollary obtains (Compare [7], 3.8 and 4.3)
Theorem 3.4.6 Let E  be type separating. 
(i) If A rB  G Lip{E) then AB  — BA  G C~(E) and tr(AB — BA) =  0.
(ii) Let A G Lip(E). Then A  G C(E) if and only if limn^oollannP^nH =  0, and 
A  G C~(E) if and only if limn_>oo\\cinnPnTl||~ =  0.
(iii) The Calkin algebra Lip(E) fC(E) is commutative.
(iv) If A  G Lip(E), n G N, An G C(E) then A  G C(E).
Proof. By considering the standard decomposition of A  and B  one easily verifies 
that the diagonal of the matrix of AB  — B A  is 0. Now (i) follows from Proposition
3.4.5 and Theorem 3.3.7. Prom Proposition 3,4.5 it follows that an A G Lip(E) is 
compact (nuclear) if its ‘diagonal part1 is compact (nuclear). This yields (ii). (iii) 
follows directly from (i). To prove (iv) it suffices to consider the case n — 2. So let 
A  G Lip(E) have standard decomposition D  4- S  and suppose A 2 G C(E). Then, since 
DSySDyS2 are in C(E)¡ we have D 2 G C(E) which means Hmn_>M|a£n| | |P n n || =  0. It 
is not hard to see, using boundedness of n ||Pnn||, that also limn_>oo|ann| ||Pnn|| =  0
i.e. D  G C(E). Then A =  D +  S e  C(E).
Question. Does (iv) hold with C~(E)  in place of C(E )?
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